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Arts at Virginia Commonwealth University. 
Virginia Commonwealth University,  2015 
Major Director: Dr. Noreen C. Barnes  
Director of Graduate Studies, Department of Theatre 
 The Cornish Colony (1895 - 1920) was a group of artists, writers, actors, musicians and 
public figures attracted to the rural beauty of Cornish, New Hampshire. The colony developed 
into a social and innovative community of common interests and artistic values that included 
over 75 artists who shared a love of classical traditions in literature and art. Colony Members 
included: Augustus Saint-Gardens, Thomas Dewing, Charles Adams Platt, Louis Evan Shipman, 
Juliet Barrett Rublee, Maxfield Parrish, Lucia Fairchild Fuller, Percy MacKaye and Winston 
Churchill. This thesis will explore the theatrical productions in the colony based in collaboration 
between visual and theatrical artists in the Colony and how this collaboration extended to the 
townspeople. It will also explore how the Colony’s dramatics had an influence on the artistic 
growth of Cornish and the surrounding Upper Valley of Vermont and New Hampshire.
 
INTRODUCTION 
On August 18, 1915, the one hundred and fiftieth anniversary of the settlement of Cornish 
New Hampshire, Hon. S. L. Powers spoke to the crowd of 800 townsfolk in the final address of 
the afternoon saying:  
The only distinction I claim is that I was born in Cornish and that is a great 
distinction. I remember in the old years when I first went to Massachusetts to live 
someone would ask me where I was born and I would take down a map; usually 
the map didn’t have the town on it, and I would have to explain that I was born in 
the town directly across the river from Windsor, Vermont. Now I don’t wait for a 
man to ask me where I was born, now I tell him and he never asks where Cornish 
is. Now the name of Cornish is known in London, Paris and all parts of the world.  
(Colby, Atkinson 103) 
Like Powers, I too have the great distinction of being born in Cornish, New Hampshire 
AND of having to point it out on the map to people who wonder where the small town is. My 
childhood home is half a mile from the birthplace of Salmon P. Chase, who ran against Lincoln 
for president. My great great-great-grandfather Jabez Hammond, a local stone mason, 
constructed the foundation of many of the buildings that still stand there today. Eighth-grade 
graduations from Cornish Elementary School are held on Augustus Saint-Gauden’s beautiful 
back lawn, and many of my early theatrical experiences happened on Maxfield Parrish’s 
picturesque set in the Plainfield town hall.  
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The Cornish Colony was a group of artists, writers, actors, musicians, and public figures 
attracted to rural beauty of Cornish, New Hampshire from 1895 through 1920. Sculptor Augustus 
Saint-Gardens was the central figure in the Colony and invited many to the area. The Colony 
developed into a social and innovative community of common interests and artistic values that 
included over 75 artists who shared a love of classical traditions in literature and art. Colony 
members included: Thomas Dewing, Charles Adams Platt, Louis Evan Shipman, Juliet Barrett 
Rublee, Maxfield Parrish, Lucia Fairchild Fuller, Percy MacKaye and Winston Churchill.   
Growing up surrounded by a rich artistic history has kept my connection to the 
community strong. In 1992, when the neighboring town of Plainfield sought funds to restore the 
stage set designed by Maxfield Parrish, an audition notice went out for a children’s operetta by 
local author Louise Saunders, The Woodland Princess. Parrish’s stage set was purportedly 
custom-designed for the play, which had been the first one performed on the new stage in 1916. I 
begged my parents to allow me to audition, having just caught the acting bug in a production of 
Saunders play, The Knave of Hearts, the year before. The Parrish set has been somewhat of a 
fascination for me, and I have always been intrigued by this almost 100-year-old children’s 
musical. I never saw the 1993 production, though many of my friends took part in it. The only 
information I knew about the play was that the story revolved around little girl and her fairy and 
flower friends. It is this small piece of theatrical history that started me on this thesis journey. I 
visited the Plainfield library during the summer of 2014 and obtained a copy of the script, and 
through interlibrary loan was able to gain access to the G. Schemer score. That fall, I directed a 
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production of The Woodland Princess, with a cast of nine students from Virginia Commonwealth 
University. The story, which is said to be slightly autobiographical, proved to be somewhat 
troublesome. The Samuel French edition of the script from 1909 gives the following synopsis of 
the play:   
Once upon a time, in the midst of a deep wood, lived a little girl who’s name was 
Elsa. And she was very gentle and good, but not beautiful at all. So when Prince 
Mimblepeg wished to marry her, the Lord High Betrothal-Maker put his foot 
down flat. That’s where the Fairy came in with her helpers, the sleepy poppies and 
saucy dandelions, shy wild roses and prim forget-me-nots, Dindlebender, the 
dwarf and his gnomes. All these, under the Fairy’s orders, changed homely, good 
little Elsa into a beautiful Princess, with golden hair from the dandelions, big blue 
eyes from the forget-me-nots, and pink cheeks from the wild roses. Dindlebender 
made the little girls nose straight; and when the Lord High Betrothal-Maker saw 
that, he withdrew all objections, and they lived happy ever after. (Saunders 3)   
I was challenged in bringing this 
story, containing a message the 
cast and I were not comfortable 
with, to life.  By adding a young 
girl to narrate the story, the 
children’s fairy tale now framed 
the girl’s sense of self and image 
and became a story of her 
coming of age and awakening 
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Fig. 1: The cast of The Woodland Princess, performed at 
VCU in the fall of 2014. Personal Photograph
into womanhood instead of, as Gail Kelley of the Boston Globe stated, ‘Beauty and the Beast’ in 
reverse and conveys a message that is a mixture of Aryanism and triumph of form over 
substance.” (Kelley) The moral became how to encourage young girls to love who they are and 
realize that they do not need to change for anyone. There were no changes to the text, only the 
addition of Saunders’ beautifully written stage directions spoken by the Little Girl as narration, 
or unison lines with other characters to emphasize that this story was her own.  
Working on this production, without my knowing it, followed closely the ideas of the 
Colony. While I was the director, the cast was welcome to explore and create ideas to further the 
story; movement and harmonies were conceived by the cast. Costumes, props and sets were 
designed or provided by the group. We formed a community, and many of the actors commented 
on how much they enjoyed the collaborative nature of the production.   
Despite the national recognition of the Colony, there is very little research that fully 
explores how these multi-talented artists came together to write, produce, perform, and create 
theatre and how it affected the communities of Cornish and Plainfield. With this thesis, I wish to 
explore the collaboration between visual and theatrical artists through theatre in the Colony and 
how this collaboration extended to the townspeople. 
The first chapter of this thesis lays out a brief history of the towns of Cornish and 
Plainfield and the beginnings of the artists’ Colony in the late nineteenth century.  Both towns 
have strong agricultural roots and were greatly affected by the exploration of the West, but 
gained favor with the artists who sought out rural landscapes and access to nature outside of the 
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industrialization of the city. Influenced by the European colonies, the largely unpopulated towns 
of Cornish and Plainfield were the perfect place for artists to stir their imagination and allow 
creative expression to take hold. The area soon became known as “Little New York” because of 
the influx of “city folk” to the towns, no matter from which city they arrived.  
The second chapter explores the Colony’s interest in charades, tableaux, and theatrical 
endeavors with the artists’ children. Dramatics in the Colony began as a private and inclusive 
form of entertainment. Dinner parties were frequently held and often accompanied by a game of 
charades or an evening of tableaux, sometimes performed by the children. Musical concerts, 
dances, and play readings were also a part of the colonists’ life in Cornish. Painter William 
Howard Hart significantly influenced theatrical endeavors in the later years of the Colony. Hart 
proposed that a stage be built in the town hall in Plainfield and commissioned Maxfield Parrish 
to design the backdrop. He also donated the funds for the stage, set, and lighting and opened the 
theatre in 1916. Parrish’s set, which can still be seen today, shows a local landscape of Mount 
Ascutney and showcases Parrish’s unique color palette. 
The Colony also produced large-scale productions, the first being A Masque of ‘Ours’ or 
The Gods and the Golden Bowl in 1905. Discussed in chapter two, the Masque was given in 
celebration of the twentieth anniversary of the Colony’s forming and to raise the spirits of 
Augustus Saint-Gaudens who was then dying of cancer. The production shows the Colony’s 
deep-rooted commitment to classical literature and art and its connection to nature, while 
celebrating a well-loved and respected member of their community. The Saint-Gaudens Masque, 
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as it is often called, also marked the beginning of American pageantry because it modeled, on the 
small scale, the vision of community drama. The Masque was rooted in the community of artists 
and the landscape of Cornish, full of references to Mount Ascutney, the Blow-Me-Down Brook, 
Saint-Gaudens’ home “Aspet,” and the Connecticut River. Dialogue incorporated jokes referring 
to individuals both on stage and off. The artists worked together to honor a model citizen, 
through a classically-inspired ritual they expressed and labored in their own specialized skills to 
create what Percy MacKaye called “a fine art for the people.” (MacKaye 34) The Masque had a 
great effect on MacKaye and his sister Hazel, who went on to be at the forefront of the pageant 
movement. In her unpublished autobiography, she wrote of the Masque, “the artist folk in 
Cornish were unconscious of any but their own ingenuity in devising so pleasant and neighborly 
a scheme as a Masque.” (Du Toit 180) 
Chapter four examines Percy MacKaye’s Sanctuary: A Bird Masque, written to celebrate 
the opening of the Meriden Bird Club’s bird sanctuary in 1913. The Colony came together once 
again for a unified cause, to fight the needless slaughter of birds for women’s hats. The bird 
Masque also had a large impact on the world of civic pageantry, demonstrating the potential that 
theatre had to impact and change society. The Masque toured the country, reaching over 200,000 
people, many of whom vowed never to wear feathers again, and also spawned over a hundred 
bird clubs. The Masque influenced the U.S. Senate to pass the “Feather Proviso” in the tariff bill, 
and it influenced President Wilson (whose daughters participated in the pageant) to sign a bill 
stopping the hunting of migratory birds for the commercialized market. In later years the Masque 
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was made available for the amateurs, schools, bird clubs, churches, and many other theatrical 
groups who performed the production.  
While the Colony’s larger performances were by invitation only, the artists integrated 
themselves in the community by attending and offering theatrics for charity or fund raising. The 
final chapter explores how theatre of the Colony began integrating itself into the local 
communities and its further expansion into the years of my childhood in Cornish. Community 
events, such as Old Home Day or anniversaries of the town, drew the artists to speak or give 
performances.  Groups such as the Howard Hart Players, started by Colony members of the 
second generation, began to integrate with local community. In the early 1990s summer 
productions of Colony plays made a resurgence in the community and even spawned a year-
round after school program run by direct relatives of the Evarts/Beaman families.   
The Cornish Colony is well known for its visual artists and writers; with my research I 
will explore the dramatics of the Cornish Colony and how these multi-faceted artists came 
together to write, produce, perform, and create theatre in the community and the Colony’s lasting 
impact on the area. In the introduction of Footprints of the Past, Jim Atkinson wrote of the 
Colony:
Taking their cue from the resoluteness of early Cornish residents, a group of 
artists and writers made their way to the area because houses and land were 
readily available. Their story, an integral part of Cornish’s past, also needs to be 
told. Searching for a quiet, beautiful place in which to nurture their creative 
spirits, they were delighted to leave their set of prints. Similar to the birds from 
which they took their nicknames, “chickadees” like the MacKayes and Fullers and 
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Shipmans left footprints that were visible all year long; other couples like the 
Adams's and the Coxes were content to leave theirs only during the summer 
months. Yet the footprints of the Colony collectively help us to recollect that this 
artistic community was rooted in a conviction perfectly consonant with the 
Cornish past that nourished it, namely, that the nobility of its artistic creations was 
a merited, not an inherited, achievement.  (Colby, Atkinson xi)  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CHAPTER 1: A BRIEF HISTORY  
 The towns of Cornish and Plainfield, New Hampshire are easily missed, nestled as they 
are on the banks of the Connecticut River. Both towns were founded long before the many artists 
and writers of the Cornish Colony descended upon them, dating back to the mid eighteenth 
century. Both towns have strong agrarian roots and were greatly affected by the expansion of the 
railroad and the West, but the rural landscape and access to nature allowed the artists a place to 
work, live, create, and connect far from the industrialization of the city. Clifton Johnson observed 
of his travels to Cornish in 1915 in Highways and Byways of New England: 
Somewhere in the township, far back from the river, there is a village; but it is not 
in the paradise portion, and no one seemed to know exactly where Cornish village 
is. I did not attempt to discover it myself; for I was quite content with the region 
in which I then was. The combination of pleasant vales and big irregular hills is so 
charming that it has taken the fancy of a gradually increasing Colony of artists 
and authors, and of certain other persons who have taste and wealth, if not genius. 
(Johnson 76) 
 It is said that Cornish was named for Sir Samuel Cornish, an admiral of the Royal Navy. 
Yet others claim it was taken from the grantees who came from the mining town of Cornish, 
England. Regardless, the town was granted its charter on June 21, 1763, given to Reverend 
Samuel McClintock and sixty-nine other subscribers. While many of the original settlers did not 
take up residence in Cornish, they “employed every available method to promote the early and 
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rapid settlement of the town by offering flattering inducements to influence emigration 
thither.” (Child 8) Several deeded their shares to others who committed to colonize the land, 
originally a six mile square on the east bank of the Connecticut River, covering 23,000 acres. 
The town expanded in 1809 and 1844 to occupy parts of Grantham and Croydon. This allowed 
the families who settled on the west side of the ridge more access to the town, which now covers 
42.8 square miles. Corbin Park, named for its founder and Colony member Austin Corbin, 
occupies 25,000 of these acres as the Blue Mountain Forest Association’s private game preserve. 
 It was thought, at that time, that the Connecticut River Valley afforded prime agricultural 
land. New Englanders, many of whom recently served in the French and Indian War, were drawn 
to the “fertile intervals and towering forests” (Wade 2) of white pine of the area. Their accounts 
of the landscape drew many from Massachusetts and Connecticut, and the first white settlement 
began in the spring and summer of 1765. 
 While most of the town's residents operated small-scale farms or other small trade on the 
banks along the rivers and streams, the town's first major industry came from its hilly terrain and 
large forests of white pine. The pine was used for the masts of His Majesty’s Royal Navy’s ships. 
A “Mast Camp,” established just south of the current Cornish-Windsor bridge, brought many 
British men to the area. There is no record of how long the camp operated or how much timber 
was used. The timber was cut in the winter, taken to the river for storing, and then floated down 
the river during the spring thaw.  While Cornish’s farms provided their owners a marginal profit, 
most farmers were jack-of-all-trades, operating farms as well as gristmills and sawmills. An area 
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of the town became known as Mill Village, due to the many mills built along its brook. The town 
also profited from creameries, gun manufacturing, tanning, and shoemaking. The early years of 
Cornish’s community was reliant on the “good fellowship” of the settled families:  
If a farmer was sick at seed-time, his fields were prepared and planted by 
generous hands, and if he failed to recover until the close of harvest, he found his 
crops secured and his granaries rejoicing with the products of willing labor. (Child 
202) 
 The first twenty years of Cornish’s history are essentially the story of the Chase Family. 
The three brothers - Moses, Samuel, and Caleb - from Sutton, New Hampshire were among the 
first settlers of the town in 1765. Moses petitioned for and received five hundred acres of land; 
under the grant, he was obliged to clear a road, settle two families in the town within three years, 
and preserve mast timber. Along with the yearly rent of one ear of corn, he was required to pay 
one shilling for each one hundred acres. Later Moses’s nephew Captain Jonathan Chase built 
Weld House, which still stands today, overlooking the Connecticut River and the ford of Bryant 
Brook, where Mast Camp was set up. This stretch of land became known as Chase Street, as the 
houses there were home to the large Chase families.  
 The Chase family’s contributions are notable both nationally as well as locally. Judge 
Samuel Chase was the first justice of the peace, selectman, and moderator of the town meeting in 
Cornish. Philander Chase, a graduate of Dartmouth, became the original Episcopal Bishop of 
Ohio and Illinois and the founder of Kenyon and Jubilee Colleges. Salmon Portland Chase was 
born in Cornish in an elegant house that still stands at the end of “Chase Street”, now Route 12A, 
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a mile from my own childhood home. He graduated from Dartmouth College in 1826, and was 
elected to the U.S. Senate in 1849 and as Governor of Ohio in 1856. In 1860, he was a 
Republican candidate for the presidency, then appointed to Secretary of the Treasury by Abraham 
Lincoln after his primary loss. After his resignation from that post in June of 1864, he was 
appointed Chief Justice of the Supreme Court, a post he held until his death in 1873.  
 Cornish’s neighbor, Plainfield, also started as a small farming community. Both towns 
border the Connecticut River and have rocky, hilly terrain. Plainfield was settled by fifty-six 
proprietors – most of them from Plainfield, Connecticut - who petitioned for a grant in 1761. 
Over the next three years, the land was surveyed and cleared during the summers by the men 
who would return to Connecticut in the winter. By 1775, the town had grown and, like Cornish, 
was largely made up of agricultural farms and grist and saw mills. The town eventually divided 
into two parishes, the western area known as Plainfield Village, which included the land along 
the river, and the eastern parish named Meriden. While Plainfield also provided white pine for 
masts, it was not the town’s most profitable industry. Plainfield flourished on sheep farming. In 
1835, there were sixty-five sheep farms, and by 1860 the town boasted 17, 234 sheep. (Zea 190) 
Available land was cleared, and numerous stone walls were built to contain the sheep. New mills, 
many large homes, and public buildings were constructed during this time, including the 
Plainfield town hall, which still holds Maxfield Parrish’s stage set.  
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 Cornish and Plainfield’s artistic links were soon to develop, but the two towns were 
already connected. The Chase family was an important influence in Cornish’s development; 
likewise the Kimball family was significant in Plainfield’s growth. Hannah Chase, daughter of 
Moses Chase, married Daniel Kimball in 1777. The Kimballs did not have children but ran a 
secondary school for the Cornish children. When talk of a theology school was brought to Daniel 
Kimball’s attention, he donated $6,000 to the school and, upon his death, the balance of his 
wealth. The school was named Kimball Union Academy and constructed in Meriden, where the 
Kimballs had resided. The Academy educated many Cornish and Plainfield children and 
“farmers who could quote Virgil and Horace by yard in Latin were not unknown.” (Wade 24) 
 Like much of northern New England, Cornish and Plainfield's agricultural production 
began to decline, and the population reflected this after 1840. Many New Englanders set out for 
the West with the promise of greener pastures and regular wages. Cornish historian William 
Child commented on the town's decline due to the industrialization and expansion of the West:  
The increasing tendency of the young men and women of recent years to avoid 
the severe manual labor of their ancestors; the attractions to the great West with 
its labor-saving machinery; the innumerable professions and trades which offer 
better wages at less expense of muscle, oftentimes coupled with the charms of city 
life, —all these and many other causes have been, and are still at work luring the 
young men from the rugged hillsides to lives of fancied enjoyment elsewhere… 
(Childs 145) 
 Land prices in New Hampshire also decreased, causing many farms to be abandoned, and 
both towns’ populations decreased significantly between 1840 and 1890. Cornish’s population 
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dropped from 1,726 in 1849 to 934 in 1890. By contrast, the surrounding towns of Lebanon, 
Claremont, and Newport, New Hampshire, and Windsor and Springfield, Vermont on the other 
side of the river saw great industrial growth during the American Industrial Revolution. 
Ironically, the railway - which aided in the decline of New England towns - made it possible for 
middle and upper class “city folk” to stimulate the economy in failing New Hampshire towns. 
The New Hampshire State Board of Agriculture saw the financial possibility of converting the 
multiple abandoned farms into summer boarding houses for the middle and upper classes. New 
Englanders were urged to rent out their extra rooms to those seeking refuge from the urban heat 
in the cool New England woods. Plainfield boasted four hundred new summer residents between 
the two parishes beginning in 1870. The Cleveland Farm, north of Meriden Village, had summer 
rentals that ranged from eight dollars a week for two people to nine dollars for one. The farm's 
brochure highlighted its many amenities, which included: 
“large, airy and pleasant, comfortably furnished” rooms, a “plentiful supply of 
pure spring water,” “long broad piazzas on two sides of the house,” a “fine view 
of the Blue Mountain Reserve,” a “table supplied liberally with products from the 
farm,” and a  “nice gentle horse and good buggy for let.” (Zea 366)  
Plainfield later boasted a summer hotel, where President Woodrow Wilson’s private secretary 
and many of his guests stayed when the President summered in the area. Owner George Ruggles 
built a studio known as “The Woodchuck Hole” in 1890 that the Colony artists used for a variety 
of projects.  
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 Many of the summer artists decided to buy land or old homesteads and become 
permanent or summer residents of the towns. In May 1897 a Plainfield and North Cornish 
townsperson wrote to the local Windsor, Vermont paper: “We continue to absorb all the noted 
artists and sculptures of America. After traveling the world over, they know a good thing when 
they see it - and naturally accept this locality as the finest.” (Wade 51) The artists also boosted 
the local economy by buying their vegetables, meat, poultry, eggs, milk, and butter from the 
townsfolk. They also hired men from the community as carpenters, chauffeurs, gardeners, and 
caretakers.  The women were hired to wait tables at the recurring extravagant dinner parties or 
hired as housemaids helping with the laundry and cooking.
The Forming of an Artists Colony 
 It is not surprising that artists were drawn to not only the scenic New Hampshire 
landscape but also to the depreciated land values that allowed the middle class artists to invest in 
property for permanent or summer residence. The large majority of artists’ colonies formed 
between 1890 and 1910 all had picturesque settings, and, like Cornish, suffered from economic 
hardships.  When rock quarrying declined with the increased use of cement at the turn of the 
century, the artist Colony of Woodstock, New York formed in 1902. The coastal community of 
Gloucester-Rockport, located on Cape Ann, Massachusetts, began its development after Cape 
Cod’s fishing industry reached its height in the late 1800s. Dublin, New Hampshire suffered the 
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same agricultural decline as Cornish and profited greatly from the influence of summer artists’ 
residencies and the formation of an artist Colony in the late 1880s. 
 The Industrial Revolution in American greatly influenced the artists’ Colony movement 
in the late nineteenth century. This back to nature trend caused a shift in the once urbanized and 
industrialized mindset of society.   
Nature, especially the natural setting in the upper reaches of New England could 
be invested with a moral and strengthen influence. For one thing, rural New 
England could be associated with the birth of the American Republic, with hardy 
Yankee Anglo-Saxon stock, and with America’s frontier past, factors commonly 
believed responsible for the more desirable aspects of the national character. 
Tangible remnants of the earlier lifestyle in the form of abandoned farmhouses 
could be bought and refurbished at little expense. (Ermenc 11) 
Artists sought out the New England landscape for a variety of reasons. Most had trained in 
Europe where the landscape movement began in the middle of the nineteenth century, and was 
widely known and encouraged in the art circles. The ideas of French colonies such as Pont - 
Aven, Giverny, and Barbizan served as inspiration for the American artists aware of the business, 
government corruption, rapid industrialization, and increasing overcrowding of urban areas of 
the late 1880s. Drawing from European catalysts they sought out a rural environment to “instill 
moral sensibilities and aesthetic appreciation in their various publics, and to establish American 
traditions.” (Ibid 12)  The foundation of these colonies saw a move beyond using art and theories 
to create works and instead adopt experimentation.  
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The Cornish Art Colony’s beginning is unique because it is an example of a community 
that “evolved into an art Colony through the vision and persistence of a land developer.” (Shipp 
xiv) Charles Cotesworth Beaman Jr. was a lawyer from New York, whose father-in-law, William 
Maxwell Evarts, was a large land holder across the river in Windsor, Vermont. Evarts developed 
a pond from swampland, a park, and a group of town houses around 1874. Beaman followed ten 
years later, choosing to buy “some of the best farmland in Sullivan County, including some of the 
earliest houses in Cornish.” (A Circle of Friends 33) Beaman built Blow-Me-Down Farm, named 
after the eponymous brook that runs through both Cornish and Plainfield and empties into the 
Connecticut River at his farm, overlooking the river and with a brilliant view of Mount Ascutney. 
Beaman hired my great-great-great-grandfather Jabez Hammond, a local stonemason, to build 
the foundation of the Blow-Me-Down Mill which processed Beaman's and the town’s farmers’ 
grain. Situated on a manmade pond, the mill provided the majority of the town with ice in the 
summer. Beaman’s contributions to the town also included building gristmills and creameries, 
planting orchards of apple trees, and acquiring property from old farming families all too happy 
to sell their abandoned property. Much of Beaman’s real estate investments were later sold or 
rented to Colony artists who retreated to Cornish.    
The Beamans and the Evarts had many ties in the New York artistic world and preferred 
to spend their leisure time in the company of painters and writers. They encouraged their artist 
friends to join them in the natural beauty of Cornish and Windsor. Beaman and his wife were 
well acquainted with sculptor Augustus Saint-Gaudens from time in spent in Italy and via their 
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circle of friends in the New 
York art scene. Saint-
Gaudens was looking for a 
summer residence in 1885 
to begin work on his plans 
for his statue of Lincoln for 
Chicago’s Lincoln Park. 
Beaman wrote to Saint-
Gaudens saying he would 
sell him a house for five 
hundred dollars, the price 
he had paid for it, and there 
were “plenty of Lincoln-
shaped men up 
there.” (Saint-Gaudens 312) 
Convinced, Saint-Gaudens 
made the trip to New 
Hampshire and his new 
summer home, “Huggins’ 
Folly,” a brick house built in the hopes of being a tavern on the highway en route to Cornish Flat, 
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Fig. 2: Hand drawn map of Cornish Colony Members homes by 
Stephen Parrish.  Courtesy of Rauner Special Collections 
Library, Dartmouth College
Plainfield, and Newport. The house had fallen on hard times and Saint-Gaudens gave an account 
of his first glimpse of Cornish and his summer home in his Reminiscences:   
When I first caught sight of the building on a rainy day in April, it appeared so 
forbidding and relentless that one might have imagined a skeleton half hanging 
out the window, shirking and dangling in the gale with the sound of clanking 
bones. I was fleeing at once and returning to my beloved sidewalks of New York. 
(Ibid 312) 
While Saint-Gaudens did not find the brick house suitable, he did find appeal in the barn 
for a studio. His wife Augusta persuaded him to take Beaman’s second offer of renting for the 
summer. By the end of the season, Saint-Gaudens stated that he had “accomplished more than in 
all the earlier hot summers in New York” (Wade 49) and was ready to buy the property. Beaman 
was now reluctant to sell and arranged to rent the property for the next few summers, eventually 
selling the land in 1891 for $2,500 and a bas-relief portrait of himself.  
“This artists’ Colony was different from other. It was not a planned one, it was not a 
teaching Colony - it just happened.” (Colby, Atkinson 115) The progression of the development 
of the Colony is said to have come in three waves in the twenty-five years after Saint-Gaudens 
spent his initial summer in Cornish. The first wave included artists and sculptors in the late 
1880s and early 1890s, including Charles Platt, Thomas Dewing, and Stephen Parrish and his 
son, Maxfield. Following next at the end of the 1890s were the writers, including Percy 
MacKaye, Louis Evan Shipman, and Winston Churchill. From 1905 on the lawyers, doctors, 
politicians, and other rich “city folk” arrived.   
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Attracted by the fame of the artists and writers and by the inexpensiveness of 
Cornish as compared to other fashionable summer colonies. Almost every 
American artists of note during this period and many of the most celebrated 
writers were members of the Colony during the years before the first world war 
and many of them put down last roots. (Wade 51) 
While the artists referred to themselves as part of the “Cornish Colony” many of the 
members lived in Plainfield or on the town line. Playwright Louis Evan Shipman and his wife 
Ellen, who arrived in 1893, eventually settled in an old brick house, once used as a tavern known 
as “Poins House” on the corner of route 12A and Westgate Road in Plainfield Village. Mrs. 
Shipman’s calling cards noted that Poins House was located in Cornish but penciled in on the 
back the cards read “geographically in Plainfield, socially in Cornish.” (Colby, Atkinson 115)  
It was an unspoken rule among the artists that no one would call before four o’clock, so 
that the artists could keep their morning reserved for working. Afternoons and evenings were for 
social calls, and many of the journals kept by Colony members detail an active social life, with 
frequent dinner parties, dances, charades, and musical concerts at each other’s homes.  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CHAPTER 2: SOCIAL DRAMATICS 
Theatre and music played a large role in the colonist’s lives and allowed them to 
collaborate socially as well as artistically. It also became a way for the “city folk” to interact with 
the “town folk” in community events such as Old Home Day or town dances. Many community 
dramatics organizations were born from local and Colony collaboration. Within the artists’ 
community the frequent evening get-togethers included musical performances, play readings, 
charades, and tableaux vivant.  
The Beaman family in the early days routinely hosted get-togethers where “all of 
Cornish” was invited to dance the Virginia Reel in the 2,500 square foot dance hall. Beaman 
chronicled one such party in his journal dated Friday, August 19, 1887: “In the evening we had a 
big party. The children surprised their father with Tableaux and “Diana,” “Minerva,” the three 
fates, and Fairy Godmother, Princess, Pond Sisters, and flour barrels were hardly recognizable. 
Then we ate and danced and had a good time.” (Beaman 38) Beaman’s diaries recall many of the 
living pictures performed by the children early in the evenings of their parties. However, Frances 
Grimes, assistant to Saint-Gaudens, wrote in her unpublished Reminiscences that the adults were 
interested in performing tableaux as well. 
For a time they were interested in living pictures. A large picture frame was set up 
at one end of the room, covered with black gauze stretched tightly and so lighted 
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as to flatten the appearance of the figures seen through it in the frame. Old 
masterpieces were imitated, the sitters selected because of their resemblance to 
the figures in the paintings. Costumes were carefully copied. These tableaux were 
many of them very successful, they were discussed critically, improved and felt to 
be worth of the time spent on them. (Grimes) 
Grimes discussed how disappointing it was to the artists when tableaux became popular 
among the “Philistines” or the rich non-artistic society in Cornish. They too hosted parties, 
inviting the artists, knowing they enjoyed living pictures. The hosts were not aware of the 
seriousness of the activity for the Colony members. Not only was putting the picture together a 
social activity, it was also a means to discuss composition in their own works.  
I remember hearing an account of one of these parties, I think the last that the 
painters took an interest in. …When asked what the picture was he [Thomas 
Dewing] said, “Rien” the word exploding with his disgust. That was the trouble— 
these hosts had not realized that the tableaux were seriously studied compositions. 
They thought a handsome women sitting in a graceful position was inevitably a 
picture. (Ibid) 
The colonists’ interest in composition through living pictures was also useful as the 
community became more involved in theatrical pageantry. Trudy Baltz explained in her essay 
discussing the similarities between pageants and mural painting,  
“Just as mural painters like Blashfield and Cox adhered to principles of 
harmonious color modulations and decorative flatness to keep the viewer from 
suffering any jarring compositional “holes,” so, too, pageant master advocated 
similar principles in discussing the three-dimensional arrangement of actors. It is 
remarkable, given the discrepancy between three-dimensional actors’ bodies and 
two-dimensional decorative mural patterning, that pageants and murals look so 
much alike. (Baltz 214) 
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Pageant directors like Percy MacKaye, John Blair and Joseph Lindon Smith certainly 
benefited from the keen eye of their visual artists friends when staging production in the future.   
Along with tableaux vivant, members of the Colony would often put on short skits or 
plays. Painter Thomas Dewing had followed Saint-Gaudens to Cornish in 1886 and was among 
the first wave of artists to arrive in the town. Dewing had a large social presence during his time 
in the Colony. Extremely interested in 
dramatics, he held large dinner parties 
and would often write and direct 
satirical skits for his friends to perform 
later in the evening. A lover of elegance, 
Dewing directed a lavish Javanese 
masque to impress Charles Lang Freer, 
an industrialist and Asian art collector, 
during one of his visits to Cornish in 
September of 1894. The Masque was 
written by Dewing’s wife, Maria, and 
was staged outside at “High Court” an 
Italianate villa designed by Charles A. 
Platt. Performers wore Javanese- and 
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Fig. 3: Javanese Masque held at High Court. 
(http://www.asia.si.edu/explore/american/sylvan-
sounds/poetic-worlds.asp)
Japanese-inspired costumes and masks while performing dances to the recently released 
“American Quartet” by Antonin Dvořák. Frances Grimes writes: 
I remember rehearsals for a Javanese Masque which was given there [High 
Court]; I left before the performance. The lines were in verse written by Mrs. 
Dewing and read behind the scenes by Mrs. Adams. The actors wore Javanese 
masks. The play was in pantomime, archaistic rather than oriental. Mrs. Dewing 
was to dance what she called an Erotic dance and one day when she was calling at 
our cottage she gave Mrs. Adams on the tiny porch an idea of what the dance 
would be. To Mr. Adams and me who were taking turns at a peek hole in the 
studio it looked odd to see this dignified women going though these extraordinary 
movements and gestures, dressed in her everyday clothes with Mrs. Adams 
gathered into a corner of the porch as a spectator. (Grimes) 
Cornish Charades 
The most popular and well-documented activity among the journals of Colony members 
was the game charades. A Victorian parlor game, the rules were very different from today’s 
version. In a simple game of charades, teams were given a two- or three-syllable word to act out 
in total silence, allowing the other teams to guess. A more complicated game would involve 
acting out an entire scene from a play or book. Unable to pinpoint when the Colony became 
interested in the game, Grimes gives us a joyful memory of watching the game. 
They expressed the spirit of derision which was constantly woven with serious 
comment on art in the talk. No one has ever been able to describe these charade, 
as all depended on seeing the faces and gestures of the actors and catching the 
improvised words as they came spontaneously, flashes of wit struck off at the 
moment and not to be reproduced. The ideas were settled on beforehand and the 
general scheme decided on and sometime the costumes— but what was to be said 
or done depended on what came into the actors heads as they revealed in their 
ideas, enlarged on it and vied with each other in presenting it as absurdly as 
possible. (Ibid) 
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Lydia Parrish, wife of artist Maxfield Parrish, left a detailed description of one such 
evening in 1904.  
Busy today getting ready for charades at Houston’s this evening. Harry, Arthur 
and Lucia Fuller came up to luncheon to rehearse the mad tea party scene from 
“Alice.” We had the greatest sport talking over the other two important scenes. 
Crew and sew. (Crusoe) … At nine charades began - the MacKayes the only 
newcomers in the audience and it was well. First was the tea party scene. Word 
for word so wonderful to look at with the picture to the life as Lucia drew. Fred 
was splendid as the Hatter, Harry as the march hare, Arthur Fuller as the door 
mouse was capital and Lucia made an excellent Alice. Kenyon had the next scene, 
with Harry Fuller. Both were great….“Crew” was a gruesome act to really be 
done to be pleasant to the women in the audience. Fred was remarkable. Joe and 
enlisted all our sympathies. Harry Fuller was a horrible being at represented 
faithfully the rhyme in Bat Ballads O! I am the mate, the captain too and etc. etc.  
“Sew” brought down the house and was the most amusing bit of the evening. Fred 
as Rose Nichols and Harry as Mabel Churchill gave in connected concentration 
over their embroidery frames (from which they read their parts though the 
audience did not know they were reading. Harry having written the dialogue and 
given Rose all the scorching come backs) Mabel’s most spicy conversations about 
the various  members of the Colony. A lot had to be cut out and there Fred and 
Harry whispered. It was really great. For the whole word Crusoe, Harry and Fred 
did the greatest part in pantomime as their conversation energies had been 
expended on the other scenes. Fred as Friday was terribly funny, blacked up from 
(illegible) on his body. (illegible) skirt high hat, white spats, as he came to the 
stage he left foot prints cut out of white paper behind him. Oh so funny! People 
seem to think they were about the best charades we’ve had.  (M. Parrish Papers)
Maxfield Parrish, Fred to his friends, was known as the star of the Cornish charades. His 
home, “The Oaks,” contained a room affectionately called the music room in the west wing. At 
one end of the great room was a stage where many of the charades, music performances, and 
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play readings took place. Most commonly in attendance were the “Chick-a-dees,” the nickname 
year round residents called themselves. The Parrishs, MacKayes, Shipmans, Fullers, Houstons, 
Saint-Gaudens, and the Hapgoods were frequent visitor at each other’s homes. Harry Fuller and 
Charles Platt gained notoriety with their charade performances and Grimes noted that, “The only 
women who could compare with them was Laura Walker —She had wit and a gift for 
acting.” (Grimes) 
Both Lydia Parrish and Lucia Fairchild Fuller mention actor John Blair attending many 
charade parties. Blair was a frequent visitor to the Colony not only in summer but in spring as 
well. Parrish noted a date in March in which Blair gave a disappointing performance. 
There was a charade after dinner which would have been better if John Blair - 
Viola Allan’s leading man, had not taken it upon himself to own things. 
Gastreatus - was the word - Harry Fuller and Fred were the star actors, assisted by 
Mr. Herring. Mr and Mrs St. G, Frances Grimes, Lucia Fuller, Louis and Ellen 
and myself were audience & John Blair - curtain raiser. Didn’t get to bed until 
almost 12. (M. Parrish Papers) 
There is also record of a charades party one evening in 1906 in which Ethel Barrymore 
was in attendance. The first word selected was her name and was acted out by Joseph Lindon 
Smith of Dublin as well as Parrish, Fuller, and others. Barrymore was caught off guard when 
Smith surprised her from behind the curtain. Frances Grimes perhaps described the theatrical 
charades of the Colony best: “I have never heard such laughter as I heard at those charades. The 
audience was as carefully selected as the cast.” (Grimes)  
Play Readings and Music Concerts 
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Playwright and poet Percy MacKaye held readings of his plays and lectures. Many of the 
artists would gather for an evening to hear him read aloud his newest play, with a general 
discussion following. One such occasion was New Year’s Eve 1905, to hear Jeanne D’Arc read 
in the studio George Ruggle constructed on his property that was used by many of the artists. 
Stephen Parrish, Maxfield’s father, remarked that “all the Colony here at present” was at the 
reading, referring to twenty-one year-round residents. Lydia Parrish was a frequent audience 
member to MacKaye’s readings and thought highly of his ability to perform. 
A lot of people came in afterwards to hear MacKaye read his one act play 
“Heriad.” He was persuaded to read another thing of his, “The Stained Glass 
Window.” There was a little music — but “Heriad” was the star performance of 
the evening. Mackay read with great dramatic feeling and manages to make one 
very much in sympathy with them. (M. Parrish Papers) 
    
Her son, Maxfield Parrish Jr, however, was not a fan of MacKaye’s plays. Parrish has 
made notations in his mother’s journals; in an entry from 1904, when Lydia missed a reading of 
MacKaye’s The Scarecrow at the Coxes due to illness, Stephen Parrish wrote that the evening 
was “an excellent reading of an excellent play.” (S.Parrish Papers) Lydia clearly heard of the 
success, writing in her journals “it was said to have been great,” to which her son commented “I 
doubt it.” (M. Parrish Papers) 
The artists were also supportive of each other’s work outside of the Colony as well. “City 
folks” as they were, the artists frequently went to New York and Boston, often calling on summer 
residents or attending the openings of their friends’ shows. Stephen Parrish attended the first 
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performance of Jeanne D’Arc in Philadelphia on October 15, 1906 calling it “a success.” (S. 
Parrish Papers) Parrish also wrote about attending both a reading of MacKaye’s Sappho and 
Phaon in Cornish as well as  a “first night” performance at the Lyric Theatre in New York. “A 
big crowd of Cornishites. (The play was only partially successful.) From the theatre we went 
over to Murray’s for beer and a large party including the Whitings, Moody, Torrence Robinson, 
Hapgood, the MacKayes etc.” (Ibid) 
MacKaye was not the only playwright producing works in New York; Louis Evan 
Shipman adapted two of novelist Winston Churchill’s books for the stage. A news clipping from 
The Vermont Journal in 1906 says: “Louis Shipman went to New York Saturday to put The 
Crossing which he has dramatized, on stage. He thinks it will be a success.” ("Plainfield and 
North Cornish.") Lydia Parrish attended one of the eight performances of The Crossing in New 
York, noting “the actions and the costumes and stage setting were very good but Louis’ lines 
were enough to make me ache. They were so stupid and conventional. Poor House.” (M. Parrish 
Papers)  
Music concerts featured weekly in many of the journal of Colony members. Composer 
Arthur Whiting often hosted these get-togethers, playing his new compositions or popular music. 
There is mention of musical concerts to showcase the incidental music composed for many of 
MacKaye’s plays. Fredrick Converse, who lived in Sunapee and often worked with MacKaye, 
frequently traveled to Cornish to share his compositions. Converse wrote of one such visit, 
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“played the Jeanne music for MacKaye… all seemed much delighted and moved by it. A great 
relief to me and I feared it would be too serious for them.” (Meyers 84) Often special musical 
guests would give concerts for the colonists, including Broadway and Vaudeville star Marie 
Dressler, who had a summer home in Vermont. Her concert at Harlakenden House, where 
Woodrow Wilson and his family summered, was remembered by Eleanor Wilson:
We looked forward to an evening of laughter but for some unexplained reason, 
she insisted upon singing only lugubrious ditties about little lost children, weeping 
mothers or blighted love..toward the end, we rebelled politely, and she swung into 
her Jamboree song and then told us a few amusing tales, but somehow the gloom 
was not dispelled. (Colby, Atkinson 470) 
They would also throw lavish concerts for important visitors; there are many mentions of 
musical evenings thrown in honor of Ethel Barrymore when she first arrived in the summer of 
1906. Even today Saint-Gaudens National Historical Site continues this tradition of Sunday 
afternoon concerts in the summer months.
Children’s Productions  
Children’s theatre was also very popular during the summer months. Lucia Fairchild 
Fuller, famous for her miniature painting, played a large role in these summer productions. Fuller 
was adored by the children of the Colony, her daughter Clara wrote. “One of the children once 
asked a group of the others whom they would choose to be their mother if they couldn’t have 
their own and the response came immediately: ‘Mrs. Fuller’.”  (L. Fairchild Fuller Papers) Fuller 
wrote an adaptation of Ivanhoe for a cast of thirteen children to perform in the late summer of 
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1904. The production was 
performed in the living room of 
Frances Houston’s “Crossways,”  
thought to be one of the most 
extravagant homes among the 
artists.  
From photos, the set consisted of 
a wooden frame that created the 
playing space and drops were 
hung to block the tall windows in 
the room. It is clear that one of 
the drops was painted to look 
similar to a brick wall and that 
these backdrops changed; photos 
also show a white drop and a 
forest landscape. The top part of the frame was elaborately decorated with garlands to give a 
woodland feel. The performance space seems to be elevated, though all that is exposed is what 
looks to be chicken wire covered in fabric. There is no record of who built the set, but the 
backdrops may have been painted by Fuller or one of the other artists. Costumes would have 
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Fig. 4: Ivanhoe, staged in the living room of the Houston’s 
“Crossways” Courtesy of Rauner Special Collections 
Library, Dartmouth College
been provided or made by the 
mothers of the children. Given 
at three-thirty in the afternoon 
on September 17, the light 
from the great windows served 
to light the production.  
Fuller’s manuscript consists of 
three acts, with handwritten 
blocking notes and small 
sketches of costume ideas, 
more than likely sketched in 
rehearsal with the children. 
Maxfield Parrish made the poster, which Lydia Parrish noted was delivered twenty minutes 
before the play began. All accounts claim the play to be wonderful, Stephen Parrish saying, “a 
moving and remarkable performance.” (S. Parrish Papers) Lydia Parrish gives us a more detailed 
description of the children’s performances and Fuller’s effort in her journals.  
It was really wonderful! Over a hundred people. The children and the scenery 
were so pretty—The children knew their parts so well-required so little 
prompting-and three were really excellent actors—Charles Fuller—first of all—
Sylvia Hyde as Rebecca—Charlie Fuller as Isaac of York and Allyn Cox as 
Wamba—Leonard Cox as Brian Bois de Guilbert and Ellen Shipman as Cedric 
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Fig. 5  A scene from Act two of Ivanhoe. Left to Right - Alan 
Cox, Edwin Prellwitz  Robin MacKaye, Ruth Hapgood, 
Leonard Cox, Clara Fuller, Unknown, Charlie Fuller, 
Unknown. Courtesy of Rauner Special Collections Library, 
Dartmouth College
were wonders at remembering 
their many lines and they were 
very spirited. Edwin Prellwitz 
was the only drawback—strange 
child— Lucia Fuller as 
playwright and stage manger was 
a marvel and the enthusiasm of 
the audience must have repaid 
her for the vast amount of care 
and thought she had put in the 
performance. (M. Parrish Papers) 
 
While most of the Colony 
attended this production, a short 
mention of the play in the 
Vermont Journal a few days later 
states that students from 
“Divisions 2 and 3 and the Plain” ("Plainfield and North Cornish” 9/25) were also invited to 
attend. This must have been the local schoolchildren from Cornish and Plainfield. This fact is 
interesting because it was rare that the Colony children would have interacted with the local 
children. Clara Fuller later wrote that while it was wonderful to grow up among such rich artistic 
culture, “we never played with the country people, whose ways were not our ways…to this day I 
am embarrassed and self-conscious with the less educated.”  (L. Fairchild Fuller Papers) Fuller 
also wrote an adaptation of a three act Treasure Island for the children to perform but there is no 
record of its production.  
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Fig. 6: The cast of Ivanhoe with Lucia Fuller. 
Standing - Ruth Hapgood, Charlie Fuller, Sylvia Hyde, Clara 
Fuller, Leonard Cox, Ellen Shipman
Seated- Arvia MacKaye, Mabel Churchill, Alan Cox, An 
unknown little cousin.  Courtesy of Rauner Special 
Collections Library, Dartmouth College 
In the summer of 1906 Ethel Barrymore rented the Fullers’ home; the Fullers had 
divorced but remained amicable and both summered in Cornish in the following years. 
Barrymore directed a production of The Rose and the 
Ring for the children, which was performed in Henry 
Overton Walker’s studio. In her autobiography 
Memories Barrymore recalled the children as 
“charming.” The production was given as a benefit for 
Saint John’s Guild with ticket prices of a dollar or a 
dollar fifty, resulting in a donation of two hundred and 
sixty dollars. Clara Fuller remarked that the donations 
“gave us the happy feeling that we were doing 
something for the less fortunate” (L. Fairchild Fuller 
Papers) Lucia Fuller acted as stage manger for the 
production and painted the sets, while Louise Cox, 
wife of Kenyon Cox, provided the costumes.  
The play was written up in Theatre Magazine listing all fifteen of the children as “the 
best amateur actors in the country” but particularly noting that:   
Miss Ellen Shipman played the part of Angelica with much vivacity and dramatic 
force. Miss Sylvia Hyde made a fascinating Giglio and soon captured the heart of 
Betsinda or the Princess Rosaiba, who looked so pretty that, as someone in the 
audience remarked, it was no wonder all the princes fell in love with her.…in fact, 
all the parts were well taken and well sustained.” (Leckie) 
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Fig. 7: A scene from The Rose and 
The Ring.  Courtesy of Rauner 
Special Collections Library, 
Dartmouth College
Barrymore agreed with the reviews, commenting that, though she did not remember all of 
the children’s names, “Clara Fuller… was splendid, and so was little Ruth 
Hapgood.” (Barrymore 154) Following the two performances there was a tea held on the 
Walkers’ piazza. Laura Walker’s 
two sons, who had not 
participated in the production, 
sold flowers, adding to the 
festive nature of the afternoon. 
Stephen Parrish attended the 
performance on September 
sixth, calling the play “a great 
success.” He also commented 
that there was a dinner party 
that evening with charades in 
which Joseph Lindon Smith, 
Maxfield Parrish, and Harry 
Fuller performed. 
There is also mention of a production of Shakespeare’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream 
given in 1909 by children in Saint-Gauden’s grove. Though pictures and a program are in 
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Fig. 8:  A Midsummer Night’s Dream in Saint-Gaudens grove. 
Possibly Titania and Oberon with their Fairy attendants
Courtesy of Rauner Special Collections Library, Dartmouth 
College
existence there is little information on the production except a mention of it in Stephen Parrish’s 
journal saying it was “a delightful performance.” (S. Parrish Papers) Clara Fuller lists it among 
the productions her mother was involved in. 
The program is entitled “Scenes from 
Midsummer Night’s Dream” and the families 
whose children participated included the 
Chuchills, Coward, Cox, Evarts, Fuller, Hyde, 
MacKaye, Saint-Gaudens, Shipman, and 
others. It also mentions that Percy MacKaye 
and Herbert Adams were involved as well.  
William Howard Hart, a landscape 
and portrait painter, and Herbert Adams, a 
sculptor, were both extremely involved in the Colony’s dramatics. Both took roles in A Masque 
of ‘Ours’ and later Sanctuary. The two men built an amphitheater in the woods behind Adams 
home, where Hart staged many productions. A stone wall was built to form the stage, which was 
constructed by Albert K. Read II. Most of the performances here starred the Colony’s children; 
the outdoor space hosted productions of Robin Hood and Hansel and Gretel and many more. 
Louise Saunders, wife of Scribner’s editor Maxwell Perkins, who lived in Windsor, was 
also greatly active in organizing children’s plays with the Perkins, Cox, and Evarts families as 
well as others who summered in the area. Saunders would write, direct, and cast the productions. 
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Fig. 9:  A Midsummer Night’s Dream in Saint-
Gaudens grove.  Possibly the Mechanicals. 
Courtesy of Rauner Special Collections 
Library, Dartmouth College
Perkins had a keen interest in theatre from a young age and wanted to be an actor; her father 
constructed a stage for her in their stable, and it is there that she started directing youth 
productions. There is mention of a production of Alice and Wonderland that was done in 1900, 
directed by Saunders taking place in the Evarts’ barn. Saunders is most well known for her 
adaptation of the poem The Knave of Hearts, which was illustrated by Maxfield Parrish and 
published as a coffee table book. This play was produced in Windsor in September of 1919 by a 
“company of Cornish and Windsor Amateurs” (Knave of Hearts Program) as a benefit for the 
Old Constitution House Restoration Fund. The cast comprised many of the second generation of 
Colony members including the Churchill, Platt, and Littell families.  
Saunders was also the author of a children’s operetta entitled The Woodland Princess. 
Written when Saunders was a senior at Plainfield Seminary for Young Women, there are two 
manuscripts for the play: one titled Her Heart’s Desire by Louise Saunders Perkins and the 
second The Woodland Princess by Louise Marie Michaelis. It is believed Louise used a pen 
name and that the first manuscript is the one written when she was in school, as she used her 
married name on the published manuscript of the play in 1909 and on all other subsequent 
works. There is some confusion surrounding the music for the operetta as well. On the 1909 
Samuel French edition, the booklet says, “Harvey Worthington Loomis has written music for 
various songs.”  However when G. Schirmer published the libretto three years later the music is 
listed as composed by Anice Terhune. This libretto consists of twenty-two pieces of music scored 
for piano and orchestra. Fern Meyers, in her research of the operetta, claims that in the Louise 
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Saunders collection there are nine songs composed by Loomis. Of the twenty-two written by 
Terhune, many have the same names. Meyers writes, “although they appear in different keys, 
several of Terhune’s songs were based on Loomis’ melodies and rhythms. It is unclear whether 
Loomis had any knowledge of the 1912 edition to The Woodland Princess; certainly he was not 
given credit for his music.” (Meyer 119) The first production of the operetta was on August 11, 
1916 at William Howard Hart’s outdoor theatre. 
The Plainfield Town Hall 
Hart’s involvement in community drama increased when he proposed to the town of 
Plainfield that a stage be built. In the 1916 Plainfield Annual Town Report, it is mentioned that 
there was a vote to decide if the town would “raise the sum of three hundred dollars to build a 
foundation at the East end of the town hall at Plainfield in accordance with a proposition 
submitted by William H. Hart.” (Colby, Atkinson 230) Hart and others generously donated the 
rest of the money for the expansion, including the stage, dressing rooms, and curtain. He also 
funded the purchase of lighting equipment for the small building. Hart commissioned Maxfield 
Parrish to design a backdrop for the stage.  
Painted theatre curtains were a form of original artwork in the early 1900s. Artists used 
water soluble paints on cotton muslin that attached to a wooden or metal frame. Most New 
England towns had backdrops that featured a romantic rural view with a European flair. The 
Plainfield town hall stage is clearly a local scene, which was not uncommon “but only if it is 
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sufficiently dramatic in its own right.” (Hadsel 35) Parrish depicted a view of Mount Ascutney. 
“The scene consists of characteristically detailed Parrish birches and oaks in the foreground, hills 
reflected in a pond and, in the distance, Mount Ascutney and a signature Parrish sky— a bluish 
purple fading to a horizontal yellow that fades to almost white.” (Kelley) The scene depicted 
does not actually exist, but instead combines many elements of the local scenery. “Parrish always 
created his own scenes, a little here and a little there.” (Grodinsky)
There is some mystery surrounding the actual painting of the Parrish set, which consists 
of a long horizontal backdrop, six wings, and three overhead teasers.  Parrish was known to have 
a lengthy process which included layering his paints with a stippling technique, allowing them to 
dry, and then coating the paint with varnish. He finished by sanding it down and repeating the 
process over with the next color. There is no evidence whether this was the method used or even 
if Parrish himself painted the set. It is suspected that Parrish created an oil study of the 
landscape, which was then gridded and sent to a scenic painting company out of New York or 
Boston to create the finished product. This was customary at the time. Maxfield Parrish Jr.’s 
theory is that Parrish himself showed the professional painters how to reproduce the colors and 
landscape. However, the fabric the scenery is painted on is not the standard canvas but cloth that 
was manufactured locally at Indian Head Mill in Nashua, New Hampshire. This leaves questions 
as to why the manufacture stamp does not read Boston or New York if the painting was produced 
at a stock company in a major metropolitan area.  
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What is miraculous about Parrish’s set is that it is still intact and as vibrant as ever. Most 
early 1900 scenic designs have not survived, and the ones that have are stock scenery that would 
have been produced at theatrical scenic painting company, not by a prolific American artist. 
Richard Stoddard, who appraised the set in 1992 and estimated its value at $60,000 wrote:
The Plainfield set is remarkable, then, not only because so little scenery has 
survived but because it was designed by and painted under the supervision of a 
celebrated American artist. In this respect, the Parrish set appears unique. The 
Plainfield set is also notable because it is not a stock scene, but rather a view of a 
well known Plainfield landmark. (Parrish in Plainfield) 
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Fig. 10: Plainfield Town Hall set, designed by Maxfield Parrish. Courtesy of the Plainfield 
Historical Society
The Parrish set, which is still in use today, is complemented by a lighting system that 
consists of four overhead banks of colored lights, three banks of footlights, and a dimmer system. 
The lights can take the set from daybreak, daylight, dusk, twilight, and every point in-between. 
The set is often called “the most beautiful stage north of Boston.” (Ibid) 
Construction on the hall and set began in May of 1916, and its grand revealing was on 
Old Home Day August 25, 1916. The Woodland Princess was such a success in its performance a 
few weeks earlier that it was scheduled to be included in the presentation of the new theatre. 
There is no evidence to show if the production was planned originally for the Old Home Day and 
the Parrish set. The Vermont Journal does indicate that the play “was chosen to dedicate” the 
new theater. A program from the Aug. 11th production mentions that the same cast was used, 
though some names appear to be slightly altered. The Vermont Journal goes on to say:
It would be difficult to find a more enthusiastic audience than that which broke 
into applause at the sight of the charming little stage in its green lattice frame, and 
never stopped from the time that red velvet curtains parted on Mr. Parrish’s lovely 
woodland scene until the audience rose to its feet and joined enthusiastically 
informing Mr. Hart that he was jolly good fellow, sung with considerable 
emphasis. Thanks to Mrs. Henry Daniels’ indefatigable efforts, and the able 
assistance of Mrs. Parrish and Miss Grace Arnold, the performance went with a 
smoothness that many a professional might envy. Anything more delightful that 
Cynthia Wastage as the fair would be difficult to find, Miss Marguerite Lewin’s 
lovely voice made a charming Poppy even more charming, Teddy Daniels was the 
manliest of Princes, Grace Whitaker the most loyal of Elsa’s, and Ellen Hadley 
made an enchantingly rebellious Buttercup. Admirable work was done too, by 
Ernestine Hill as Elderberry, Miss Sue Lewin as the Water Sprite, Tracy Spaulding 
as the Lord High Betrothal Maker, Benjamin Lewin as Dindleberry— and the 
dancing of the Wild Roses, the singing of the Forget-me nots, the capers of the 
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Dandelions and the Elves added immensely to the success of the play. (“New 
Theatre”) 
A charade was held after the performance to celebrate Hart’s contribution to the town. 
His name was acted out and “amidst loud applause and shouts of Hart! Hart! came forward and 
bowed his acknowledgement in the same gracious manner as he made the gift.” ("Old Home Day 
at Plainfield.") 
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CHAPTER 3: THE MASQUE OF ‘OURS’ - THE SAINT-GAUDENS MASQUE 
In 1905 Saint-Gaudens was suffering with cancer. To celebrate the twentieth anniversary 
of the founding of the Colony, and to pay tribute to the greatly respected artist a committee was 
formed to produce a masque in honor of Saint-Gaudens.  Percy MacKaye, in his article 
“American Pageants and Their Promise” wrote: “The motive of the masque, composed in a spirit 
of chaffing comedy and local allusion, was to compass—with pictorial effectiveness and 
practical groupings—the presentation to Saint-Gaudens of a golden bowl of ancient Geek design
—a token from the Cornish Colony” (MacKaye 32). The Masque of ‘Ours’ made national news 
and started a large trend in pageants in the United States that lasted until the First World War.  
Masques were  favored in sixteenth-century England as popular court entertainment and 
usually consisted of a presentation in which actors or participants offered gifts to their host and 
would join in a ceremonial dance. A masque could consist of a procession introduced by a host or 
a stage performer who might present dances, songs, or repeated dialogue. The themes of masques 
could be mythological, allegorical, or symbolic, and would normally compliment the noble or 
host of the social gathering.     
The promiscuous use of the word “Pageant” has caused a great deal of confusion 
in the minds of the general public. Therefore it is no wonder that we find people 
asking, what is a Pageant? In 1905 Louis N. Parker revived the word, and first 
applied it to his “Pageant of Sherbourne;” which was composed of a series of 
historical episodes. The dictionary, however, defines a pageant as “an elaborate or 
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brilliant spectacular display or exhibition, devised for the entertainment of the 
public or some well known person.” We have rather tried to keep the application 
of the term in the country exclusively to the kind of entertainment following the 
so-called “Parker type,” with an occasional modification, such as the addition of 
Symbolical Interlude and a vision of the future. (American Pageant Association 
Bulletin) 
Early 1900s pageants in America were developed as a way to break free from 
commercialization and artificial theatrical productions. These plays were simple, often 
performed outdoors, and required little to no scenery, costumes or props. The dialogue was very 
minimal because it was designed to be heard by large crowds from far away. Pageants were 
mostly produced by nonprofit organizations or amateurs, as a way to keep the productions from 
becoming commercial. They told allegorical stories or dramatized a historical scene, interspersed 
with music and dance to highlight the scenes.  The terms “masque” and “pageant” became 
interchangeable as the historic drama and allegories were often integrated in the script.  
The whisper of Saint-Gaudens’ failing health made its way around the Colony in early 
1905. Planning began in the spring of 1905, and both year round residents of Cornish and 
summer colonists were involved in preparation from their various winter homes. A committee 
was formed to organize the event included Henry Fuller, Percy MacKaye, Louis Evan Shipman, 
Kenyon Cox, Henry Adams, William E. Beaman, Charles A. Platt, John Blair, and Maxfield 
Parrish. They devised and assigned each Colony member a role and all submitted to the mission 
of keeping the day secret from Saint-Gaudens.  
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It was well known that Saint-Gaudens believed Greece was the origin of art and culture 
and most knew of his desire to travel to Greece. Marion MacKaye, Percy MacKaye’s wife, wrote 
in her journal on April 12, 1905, about the planning of the masque: 
Later we had an exciting evening together with several neighbors planning a great 
fete to be given in honor Saint-Gaudens, assigning the characters to the numerous 
people who are to take part, etc…. it is to be a meeting of the Greek Deities, 
enacted by all the Cornishites coming in Greek costumes, and Saint-Gaudens 
himself, as a saint, is to be taken into the society of the gods. The original idea 
was Harry Fuller’s. Percy is to make the scenario and Parrish to help. The three 
are to do it. (Ege 128) 
 
Using the theme of a conference 
of Greek Gods and Goddesses, 
Louis Evan Shipman wrote a 
script about the Gods assembling 
in Cornish. Needing a king, the 
deities all agree that there is only 
one among them, a mortal, who 
can rule the Cornish land, Saint-
Gaudens.  Colony Member Laura 
Walker who played Alropos remembered the story as this:  
The idea was that the beautiful Cornish hills were occupied by the ancient gods 
and goddesses of mythology. It came to them that their citadel among the woods 
and fields and rivers was being invaded and taken over by mortals and their ways, 
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Fig. 11: Children in Grecian costumes. 
Courtesy of Saint-Gaudens National Historical Site
and that, having found one mortal worthy of the kingdom, they—Jupiter, Juno and 
their satellites would withdraw and present the whole realm to Saint-Gaudens. 
(Celebrating Augustus Saint-Gaudens 12) 
The event was intended to coincide with the summer solstice and was set for six o’clock 
in the evening of June 20, 1905.  Colony artists who were year round residents of Cornish and 
summer residents were all involved and communicated about the plans frequently. Lucia Fuller, 
Henry Fuller’s former wife, wrote from her hotel in New York about the casting of the masque 
and the excitement surrounding the festivities: 
It sounds as if the Festival were really taking shape. 
Everyone here that I have spoken of it to, Elliotts, Mr. 
Davidge, Hoytes and the Cotes—are enthusiastic—Elliott 
must be another Faun I think—and Cox saw himself at 
once as Pluto! I said he was to be Saturn—but he said that 
Greek Saturn was Chorus; had a gray beard and was 
expelled from Olympus anyway. Then he described what he 
could wear—a black tunic to his ankles, & a red outer 
garment—black bread, etc.,—And he saw himself so 
vividly and was so pleased, and seemed so full of 
enthusiasm to let the rest plan for themselves, that I thought 
it would be best to let him have his way.  What do you 
think? They both wanted for you Apollos, spontaneously 
and at once—and I think it is better than the faun. Why not 
have MacKaye as Orpheus? Then they suggest Emilie as 
Hypos with a wreath of Poppies—and Nells as Polles 
Althene, in a lemur and shield. Cox thought Hypos was a 
God (not goddess) but I don’t think so.  Louise says she has 
made a gained success in characters this winter so she 
could talk if necessary. And she is much too gay to mind if 
she is not allowed. They both roared with laughter over the 
idea of Slyer being Mr. Walker and they thought the whole 
thing a secret. Anne Parrish seemed to them to be the best 
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Fig. 12: Lucia Fairchild Fuller as 
Proserpina Courtesy of Saint-
Gaudens National Historical 
Aphrodite—John Blair just right for Zeus and Mrs. MacKaye for Juno, Lydia for 
Hebe etc.— (Fuller Fairchild Papers) 
The text 
Originally titled A Masque of ‘Ours’ or The Gods and the Time Table.  The Colony 
planned to present Saint-Gaudens with a sundial to mirror the concept of passing of time. 
However the story was changed  when it was discovered that Henry James, author of the 1904 
novel The Golden Bowl, would be in attendance.  The book is a, “complicated psychological 
study of human nature centered on the image of a golden bowl” (Celebrating Augustus Saint-
Gaudens 12). Changes were made to the original script to add jokes that James or fans of the 
book would understand. The manuscript, now in the collection at Saint-Gaudens National 
Historical Site, includes additional dialogue handwritten on the back of pages, one such added 
section is the presentation of the bowl to Saint-Gaudens after Fame has arisen from the altar 
holding the Golden Bowl. 
ALL 
(Shouting) 
The Golden Bowl! The Golden Bowl! 
MERCURY 
See how it rises from out of the flames! 
JUPITER 
It’s almost as obscure as that of Henry James. 
(Ibid) 
There is no recorded documentation of who made the adaptations, but Shipman certainly 
would have been consulted. We do know that it was Shipman who altered the second part of the 
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title to “The Gods of the Golden Bowl,” he also 
added, “With no apologies to H. J. ” to the cover of 
the manuscript.  With the title and story changed, it 
was then decided to present Saint-Gaudens instead 
with a brass reproduction of a classical “golden 
bowl” in the collection of the Museum of Fine Arts 
in Boston. The location of an original manuscript of 
the pageant was unknown until March of 2005, 
when Nicholas Angell, the grandson of Shipman, 
donated a copy to Saint-Gaudens’ National 
Historical Society.  
Poet and playwright Percy MacKaye wrote 
the “Prologue to the Masque at Aspet.” The poem 
gave praise to Saint-Gaudens and his art and the 
natural beauty of Cornish. Kenyon Cox wrote of the 
preamble for his article in The Nation on June 29, 
1905, “The prologue itself, a tribute to the art of Saint-Gaudens…is a piece of true poetry which 
it is to be hoped its author, Mr. Percy MacKaye, may see fit to publish” (Cox 519). The piece 
was recited by Frances Grimes, Saint-Gaudens’ long time assistant, who was said to have 
performed “very appealingly” (Ege 129). 
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Fig. 13:  Hazel MacKaye as Dryad
Courtesy of Saint-Gaudens National 
Site
Shipman’s script begins with Juno and Jupiter descending upon Cornish and meeting a 
local “countryman” who pokes fun at both Cornish’s local culture as well the Colony’s nickname 
of “little New York.”

COUNTRY MAN 
Gee whiz! What’s that? Phew! Well, I swan! Who be you? 
JUPITER 




Don’t give no information to people in automobiles. They’re a blamed nuisance 
round here, most of us feels.  
JUPITER 
I’m not the God from the machines; you mistake me quite.  
COUNTRY MAN 
Most of ‘em thinks they’re Gods, shootin’ around, scarin’ horses, givin’ everyone 
a fright. Thought you said something ‘bout your cogs. Or was it that you bust a 
tire? 
JUPITER 
The only thing I wish to know is from when comes that celestial fire. 
COUNTRY MAN 
You trying to jolly me or what? 
You must take me for a Hottentot. 
You’ve got the gift of gab, you’re quite a talker,  
But you can’t feaze me though you be a Yorker. 
(Celebrating Augustus Saint-Gaudens 23) 
Shipman’s script is also filled with humorous anecdotes of the Colony’s goings on, each 
artist’s work, and commentary on the ideals the Colony upheld. Cox’s review for the Masque 
describes this scene, “The strangers having revealed themselves to him, he proceeds to entertain 
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them by an account of the Colony as seen through the eyes of the native” (Cox 519). Note the 
lines, that seem to have been struck for performance.  
COUNTRY MAN 
I’ve ‘touch’ ‘em all one time or another 
Platt, Fuller, Cox Saint Gaudens and his brother. 
Churchill, Hapgood, Parrish and other foggies 
But the worst I ever had were Herring’s stogies 
The best I know, and smoke without regrets- 
Are Lucia Fuller’s cigarettes. 
JUPITER 
What jargon of names is this that slips so glibly off your tone 
What people are these you live among. 
COUNTRY MAN 
All Greek to you, I suppose, if you’re a stranger. 
JUPITER 
Ah, if they were there’d be no danger,  
I should know them one and all. 
COUNTRY MAN 
Well, they’re a crazy bunch take ‘em large and small 
None of ‘em ever do any work just play 
Though hanged if they don’t seem to make it pay. 
Paintin’ pictures, writin’ books 
Makin’statues, hirin’ cooks, 
Fussin’ with flowers, build’ pools,  
You never seen such a lot of fools. 
…





Don’t know, guess cause he ain’t 
JUPITER 
I suppose he’s dean of the guild? 
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COUNTRY MAN 
No Richmond’s the 
only dean round 
here.  
But Saint Gauden’s 
a gilder you bet, just 
the same.  
…

Saint Gauden’s the 
one that puts ‘em all 
on the blink. 
Then there’s Louis.  
…

He’s not much of a 
talker 
But this for him, 
He’s a corker.  
Herbert Adams, too, 
on him there’s no 
rust 
He’s a wonderful 
man on a bust. 
Next comes the 
painter gang; Coxs, 





Parrishes, father and 
son 
Prettewitz’s, Hart, 
Elliot, Everett Shinn 
And Platt used to 
paint, but he’s working now  
Out for the tin. 
…

There’s Arthur Whiting, I’m told he plays 
Composes too, though he’s never composed.  
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Fig. 14: Mabel Churchill as Diana. 
Courtesy of Saint-Gaudens National Historical Site
Great man for a racquet, tennis, I mean.  
Best I ever saw. The only one I’ve ever seen. 
And of course you know the Beamans. Everyone knows them. 
If it wasn’t for the Beamans Cornish would have been. 
JUPITER 
Ah, now I begin to understand 
This is a sort of promised land 
Come true.  A group of perfect mortals found, 
In mutual admiration bound.  
With ideals high and free from strife 
They all pursue the simple life.   
(Celebrating Augustus Saint-Gaudens 27) 
Music in the Masque 
 Little is known about the music of A Masque of ‘Ours.’  Colony member and composer 
Arthur Whiting wrote original music for the pageant, however, a score was never published. 
What remains are three short pieces found in a document labeled The Harvest Festival. The 
pieces are titled,  “The Dance of the Armadryad,” “Dance officers or Dance of the Flowers,” and 
“Dionysius Scene or Prince of Love.” A few measures of Whiting’s “Apollo’s Theme” is also 
inscribed on the illustrated program signed by the cast. There are claims that twelve musical 
pieces were presented during The Masque of ‘Ours,’ although Fern K. Meyer, a scholar on music 
in the Colony, surmised that: 
While not conclusive, there is a strong possibility that Whiting composed ten 
musical fragments, or leitmotifs, including the theme for Apollo, to be played as 
each god and attendants entered the stage. Of course, Whiting would also have 
scored music for Terpsichore’s dance of invocation and quite possibly an overture. 
(Ibid 38) 
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Though it is not sure the number of musical interludes the masque had, it can be assumed 
that there were least six, as the Dionysius Scene is numbered VI on the The Harvest Festival 
manuscript.  Shipman’s manuscript of the text includes handwritten notes indicating a horn being 
blown, a “big drum,” and six moments where the action should be delayed for music. There is 
also a thunder cue written in, one can presume that this effect was done by the orchestra. It is 
also known that all existing pieces were scored for flute, two violins, and drums, though there is 
mention that a piano was used.  Members of 
the Boston Symphony Orchestra were invited 
to play at the insistence and expense of 
MacKaye.  They were hidden among the trees 
and conducted by Whiting. 
The production would have also more than 
likely included a dance, though no markings 
indicate so in the script. However, it is likely 
that Whiting composed a piece for dancer Juliet 
Barrett Rublee, who played Terpsichore, one of 
nine muses and goddess of dance and chorus in 
Greek mythology. Whiting later wrote a 
children’s pageant titled The Golden Cage which included similar musical themes and titles to 
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Fig. 15: Juliet Barrett Rublee as Terpsichore
Courtesy of Saint-Gaudens National 
Historical Site
pieces written for A Masque of 
‘Ours.’  The Golden Cage includes 
a spirited piece of the same name, 
“Prince of Love” that exists in the 
“Harvest Festival” manuscript used 
in the Cornish pageant.  Fern K. 
Meyers suspects that perhaps this 
piece was indeed written for 
Rublee.  Rublee’s Grecian costume 
included long gossamer sleeves that would have aided themselves to 
a dance similar to that of Loïe Fuller, who was popular at the time.  
Set and Costumes Design 
The set was designed by Henry and Laura Fuller and based on a 
classically styled temple and altar. Sketches for the altar show 
elaborate detail to both the Ionic columns and the altar inside. 
Benches and free standing columns  along with two thrones rounded 
out the simplistic design. Maxfield Parrish designed two gilded 
theatrical masks that Frances Grimes and Henry Hering hung above 
two large gray green curtains suspended between two pine trees. 
Maude Elliott, wife of artist John Elliott, who played Pomona, 
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Fig. 16 Sketch for the temple of the Gods. Courtesy of 
Rauner Special Collections Library, Dartmouth College
Fig. 17 Costume sketch




recalled “the natural stage was set with a sculptured altar beneath a temple of Ionic columns 
hung with laurel ropes and flowers. On either side stood classical benches” (Elliott 145). 
Production photos that have survived show the “temple” decorated as Elliott described, adorned 
with garlands of flowers, while other shots taken of the cast show the temple as bare. Perhaps 
cast photos were taken on the evening of June 19 at the final rehearsal as the set is also missing 
Parrish’s drama masks. The set was constructed in a grove of over-grown pines on Aspet’s 
grounds by Hering 
and others out of 
sight of the 
unknowing Saint-
Gaudens where it 
was later moved to 
a small grove 
closer to the house 
where MacKaye 
recalled, “from a 
precipitate ravine 
among the pines, 
rose faintly the 
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Fig. 18: The set nestled in the grove at Saint-Gaudens home. Courtesy 
of Saint-Gaudens National Historical Site
murmurous roar of a stream.” (MacKaye 32)  Saint-Gaudens later cast a bas-relief to 
commemorate the masque which clearly depicted the set design.  
At either side are clusters of pine trees denoting a sylvan setting (a combination of 
classical and New England Rural). The pines, adorned with theatrical masks and 
drapery, flank a classical temple with Ionic columns. Sheltered in the temple is a 
lighted altar bearing garlands and the inscription AMOR VINVIT. At the right, a 
winged cherub (Amor) stands on the steps with a raised lyre; at the left, a bench 
offers a spot for respite and contemplation of the Arcadian surroundings. (Tolles 
325) 
The Fullers also designed and hand-painted the Roman style chariot that carried both 
Saint-Gaudens and his wife to the new studio after the production had finished. The painting on 
the chariot depicts a scene of gods driving their own chariot. The costume design of the pageant 
was put together by the colonists who adhered to details of the Greco-Roman period.  The 
production is described as being full of color and naturalist looking:  
Entered Pluto and his court clad in black, Gold and purple; then came Neptune 
and Amphitrite attended by Nereids in sea green and blue Drapery; Apollo and the 
Muses followed in white and gold then Venus and hearten in rosy hues, the wood 
gods in green, dun and yellow; Diana and her nymphs in white, silver and pale 
blue. (Elliott 145) 
Maxfield Parrish designed a few of the costume pieces including Marian MacKaye’s 
wrought metal head piece for her role as Juno. It was his work on the costume for his role as the 
wise and beneficent centaur Chiron that is most remembered in many accounts of the production. 
Parrish always considered himself a machinist who painted, and his costume showed a 
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remarkable attention to detail and mechanical creativity.  Consisting of a rib cage made of barrel 
staves with wooden hind legs on wheels that were connected to his body and moved as he 
walked.  His son Maxfield Parrish Jr. later recalled the costume: 
The hollow body of the centaur was attached to the body of a man by two large 
leather tongs and brass buckles, I believe warn inside the jockey’s shirt and going 
through four holes in the back. The body was hollow and remarkably light, made, 
as I remember, out of papier-mâché reinforced with thin wooden stringers like an 
airplane fuselage. The rear hip joints consisted of a single long steel bolt passing 
through the body on which the legs swiveled. The hoofs were slotted and in them 
were wooden rollers on a steel pivot so in walking around, the rear hoofs wouldn’t 
get stuck in holes in the ground or in the turf. The connecting rods were low and 
inconspicuous, and painted dark so as not to be noticed by the audience. The body 
was painted a dirty creamy while with the most improbable patches, as I 
remember, grayish blue…The front end of the connecting rods in swivels and 
straps, black to match—or it might have been russet?—the riding boots of the 
wearer. Dad told me last summer the cap was scarlet and the scarf was either blue 
or green. The tail was wavy and real-looking, but I don’t remember if it was cords 
or real horse hair. (Colby, Atkinson 302) 
Maude Elliott described his costume as, “a living replica of an archaic Greek 
Statue” (Elliott 145). Unfortunately, the incredible mechanical costume has been lost, which is 
unfortunate as Parrish’s son believes it was so finely made that it would still be usable now had it 
not fallen into the hands of the children of the Colony who played with it until it “went to pieces” 
(Colby, Atkinson 303).  
Performance 
Invitations were issued for the event and sent to many of Saint-Gaudens' friends, family, 
and associates from all over the region. The production was kept secret from both Saint-Gaudens 
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and his wife Augusta. Stephen Parrish played Nestor, and his diaries keep a detailed record of the 
final week of rehearsals for the secret play. The first full rehearsal took place in Saint-Gaudens' 
woods on the evening of June 15. Parrish noted the final dress rehearsal for the production was 
cold and that a storm was setting in, saying, “Last rehearsal at Saint-Gaudens with dark lowering 
skies and cold S.E. wind in combination with the “Greek” attire of women and children” (S. 
Parrish Papers). Parrish’s records confirm that the pageant was postponed the next day because it 
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Fig. 19 A final rehearsal for the Masque. Courtesy of Saint-Gaudens National Historical Site
was wet and cold. The inclement, chilly weather continued through the following day.  Kenyon 
Cox commented:   
The rehearsals had been held under varying conditions of extreme heat and 
unseasonable cold but Tuesday opened under a low, black sky with such a threat 
of pneumonia that an open-air performance in classic draperies was evidently out 
of the question, and there was a heavy downpour of rain all day Wednesday. 
When Thursday the sky was still overcast, but the rain was gone and the 
temperature was raising. Home of the guests has been forced, reluctantly, to return 
to their homes and vacations and others must leave on the morrow, one or two of 
the performers of minor parts had been called away, and it was determined to wait 
no longer. (Cox 519) 
The postponement could be the reason for a mention of the piano while others recall only 
hearing woodwinds and harps, members of the orchestra possibly could have needed to leave 
Cornish in the two days the production was dark.  
When the rain finally cleared and invitations were re-issued for June 22nd, the audience 
of over a hundred people including Henry James and US Secretary of State John Hay gathered 
on the lower field of Aspet. Saint-Gaudens and his wife were seated in special chairs near the 
front, and Mrs. Saint-Gaudens was presented with a bouquet of pink roses.  The pageant began 
with the “exquisite wood sounds” (Ege 129) of musical accompaniment by the Boston 
Symphony. Francis Grimes as Iris, dressed in a gown of multi-colored chiffon, entered from 
behind the curtains with purple irises adorning her staff and hair to give MacKaye’s prologue.  
Broadway actor and Colony member John Blair directed the cast of seventy-five Colony 
members, friends, and children. There is little documentation on Blair’s blocking as most 
accounts discuss the story and outstanding natural setting. Marion MacKaye does recall listening 
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to Frances Grimes give the prologue backstage with 
Blair who played Jupiter and her husband Percy cast as 
Mercury to enter after Grimes came back through the 
curtains: “Then, after a brief interlude of music, these 
were drawn aside, and we came down the stage to the 
foreground where I spoke a majestic few words, and the 
play began” (Ege 129). Jupiter, Mercury, and Juno 
expressed in the first scene the wonder of the new place 
the gods had discovered. After the opening scene with 
the countryman, played by Henry Fuller, Juno and 
Jupiter took their seats on the thrones. Jupiter 
summoned Mercury to notify the gods to assemble. 
Mercury proceeded to bring each god and their 
attendants to stage. Children and other artists played the 
ensemble of gods, fates, muses, satyrs, fauns, dryads, 
bacchantes, and nymphs who filled the stage—“the 
whole Cornish Colony in marvelous array” (Ege 129). 
Most accounts of the pageant include special effects of 
the actors arriving out of smoke that came from the ravine behind the scene. H.L. Canfield, a 
reviewer for the pageant described the rest of the production: 
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Fig. 20 Marion MacKaye as Juno
Courtesy of Saint-Gaudens 
National Historical Site
Then Jupiter astonishes all by resigning 
his place among the gods, and a contest 
at once ensures between Pluto [Kenyon 
Cox] and Neptune [Frances Slade], who 
aspire to his place. Jupiter, unable to 
settle the quarrel, requests Minerva 
[Ellen Shipman] to decide the case. She 
declares her inability to read a decision 
without first having looked into the 
golden bowl. Advancing to the altar, 
many-colored vapors surrounding it and 
the capitals of the columns, she received 
from Fame [Miss Kennedy] the golden 
bowl. Looking into its depths, her face 
lightens. With slow, majestic tread, she 
returns from the altar, but instead of 
taking her former position proceeds 
toward the audience and places the 
bowling the hands of the astonished 
guest of honor, declaring him to be the 
worthy successor of Jove. There upon 
players and audiences set up a 
tumultuous should. A chariot is brought 
forth, the guest of honor placed in it, and 
drown at the head of the long procession 
of picturesque citizens of the 
mythological world, all wend their way 
to the great sculptor’s studio. (Colby, 
Atkinson 359) 
The Saint-Gaudens were transported by chariot 
to the stage and  presented with the bowl. Marion 
MacKaye recalled that Saint-Gaudens turned to his wife, after having received the bowl and said, 
delighted, “Why Gussie, it has your name on it too!” (Ege 130) Lead by Jupiter and Juno, the 
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Fig. 21 Percy MacKaye as Mercury
Courtesy of Saint-Gaudens 
gods delivered the honored guests to the new studio, the cast and audience in tow. Parrish, along 
with many of the Colony children, walked alongside the chariot as the company sang their way 
up the hill. The production was well received and many of the reviews for the production seem to 
have been taken from Kenyon Cox’s account in The Nation on June 29, 1905  titled “An Out 
Door Masque in New England.” Saint-Gaudens was extremely grateful and full of emotion. He 
later noted in his Reminisces: 
Much of pleasure in life has happened here in the past twenty years, but nothing 
so delightful and in every sense remarkable as the "Fête Champêtre,” which was 
given on my place to commemorate the twentieth anniversary of the founding of 
the Colony.… It was certainly extraordinary and it is beyond my powers of 
narration to do it the slightest justice here. I wish I could quote what my friend 
Kenyon Cox wrote of it at the time. As the play ended and the performers 
followed the chariot up to the house in their classic dresses, all bathed in a 
wonderful sunset, it was a spectacle and a recall of Greece of which I have 
dreamed, but have never thought actually to see in Nature. It closed with a ball 
which marked the opening of the new studio built to replace the one destroyed by 
fire, and if anything can console me for the destruction that happened then, it was 
the beauty of the day and occurrence, and the great-hearted friendliness of the 
neighbors.  (Saint-Gaudens 351) 
The Supper and ball that followed the production were greatly enjoyed.  There was a 
“stunning” musical march led by Blair and Mrs. MacKaye all over the building and the Saint-
Gaudens lead  the guests in the Virginia reel.  Stephen Parrish declared the evening, “A splendid 
success in every particular, with a concourse of people. A most memorable occasion.” 

While the production was memorable for its honored guest  the masque spawned a large 
trend in pageantry in the United States. Often called “America’s first Pageant,” mainly because it  
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made national news due to Saint-Gaudens reputation both in and out of the Colony, it brought 
attention to the new form. Although the characters were not historically connected to Cornish or 
to the state as was typical of  pageants at the time, the masque gave noticeable shape to using 
pageantry as a celebration of community, person, or place. It showed that working together with 
a cohesive outlook, individuals could bring music, dance, and language together in an innovative 
presentation of artistic talents.  A review for the production summed up what would soon become 
the basis for the ideals of pageantry: 
Probably nothing of the sort ever attempted in this country 
has approached this little drama in respect of its historical 
and mythological accuracy, the beauty and artistic 
correctness of its costuming and the pervasive and 
irresistible charm of its sylvan setting. The tall, over 
arching trees, the splashing of the brook in the ravine 
below, old Ascutney, mantled in imperishable blue, keeping 
watch and ward over all, and just as the climax of the play 
and casting a glory upon the retreating procession, the burst 
of golden light from the sun sinking behind the western 
hills, made a picture never to be forgotten. And when one 
adds all this beauty of scene, the admiration and love for 
the great man and artist that prompted all these plans and 
the supreme kindliness and good will be pervaded the 
exception of them all, the glory is intensified and the heart 
is thrilled. (Colby, Atkinson 360) 
  
Percy MacKaye would later become a large part of the pageant movement, writing and 
directing around the country as well as serving on the American Pageant Association.  MacKaye 
collaborated with Arthur Whiting on many pageants both in the Colony and outside.  
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Fig. 22 Boy as Bacchante




Fig. 23  Special Program signed and illustrated by the cast. 
Courtesy of Saint-Gaudens National Historical Site
CHAPTER 4: A MASQUE ON BEHALF  OFTHE BIRDS 
In 1913 at the height of the pageant trend, the American Pageant Association was created 
to “better America based on enlightened democracy - Which meant educated participation by 
individuals in the life of the community.” (Prevots 1) The leaders of this new association came 
from all walks of life, settlement-house workers, civic leaders, playground organizers, suffrage 
activists, educational reformers and revolutionary music, theatre and dance artists. Percy 
MacKaye, who was listed in the 1914 edition of “Who’s Who in Pageantry” also described 
pageants as a way to educate as well as entertain. MacKaye called for natural history museums, 
or zoos to build outdoor theaters and employ playwrights to create theatrical performances, 
stating that:   
By such means, would not the disciples of nature study not simply adopt for their 
own ends a means of education and publicity a thousandfold more dynamic, 
imaginative and popular than any of the static means of exhibits, lectures and 
published volumes on which they now rely ( Sanctuary xii) 
His friend, naturalist Ernest Harold Baynes, and the artist of the Colony would help him 
achieve this. Baynes was brought to the Cornish/Plainfield area in 1904 by Austin Corbin, Jr., 
who had recently established the Blue Mountain Reservation, also called Corbin Park, in 
Cornish. Baynes settled with his wife in a northwestern section of the park a few miles from 
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Meriden Village. Baynes became well-known for his books and articles on the antics of the 
animals who lived around him in the Park; he also used these stories to entertain and educate the 
public about nature. Widely known for his work in wildlife conservation before he moved to 
Meriden, Banyes started a letter-writing campaign for the conservation of the American buffalo. 
Similar to Dr. Doolittle, Arvia MacKaye Ege, daughter of Percy MacKaye, remembered Baynes 
as a    
Small, lithe man, with finely chiseled features, who wore knickerbockers and a 
tam o’shanter…  he was  an ardent lover of animals, and among many other wild 
friends, he had had a tame bear, a tame skunk, and two bison, which he drove as 
oxen to the dismay of the countryside. Birds would feed from his hands. His 
animal stories were famous. (Ege 239) 
 Baynes is most remembered for establishing the Meriden Bird Club in 1910. The 
club's origins began when Baynes gave a lecture on birds at the chapel of nearby Kimball Union 
Academy on June 8. The lecture, attended by students and community members, was on the 
importance of birds to the environment and the role they played in nature’s balance. Baynes also 
spoke on the use of bird feathers in fashion, particularly women’s hats and urged the protection 
from needless slaughter for this purpose. Inspired by his lecture students, began a collection to 
protect the local bird life. The senior class of KUA donated twenty-five dollars to arrange for 
bird houses to be erected on campus. Many other community members became involved in 
making houses for the birds as well and soon bird houses were popping up all over town. Due to 
the popularity, Baynes formed the Meriden Bird Club officially on December 7, 1910.  
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 The town soon became known as the “Bird Village” as it was on the forefront 
testing different types of bird houses and feeders, but more importantly it was the first bird 
preservation society and sanctuary in the country that were fully supported by the community. 
Baynes, as general manager of the Club, was extremely interested in creating a bird sanctuary in 
town. Impressed with the effort the Club put forth, bird enthusiast Helen Woodruff Smith, along 
with others, donated a thousand dollars for the purchase of land for a sanctuary and the thirty 
two-acre Mary Ann Watson farm was obtained in 1911. The farm was landscaped by 
ornithologist Frederick H. Kennard to enhance the area for safe living of birds and other animals. 
The sanctuary, which is still in use today, consists of paths that weave through the pastures of the 
farm deep into the woods. Bird houses of every type can be seen hanging from the trees as you 
walk. You will also see multiple bird baths scattered along the path, one made of bronze, sculpted 
by Annetta St-Gaudens, Augustas Saint-Gardens’ assistant and sister in law, was erected to 
commemorate the opening of the sanctuary in 1913.  
Dedication of the Sanctuary 
 In August of 1913, Baynes approached his friend Percy MacKaye to write a poem 
to celebrate the dedication of the sanctuary. Baynes was excited that MacKaye agreed saying, 
“He instantly agreed to do this and was better than his word, for he wrote a beautiful symbolic 
bird masque called 'Sanctuary,' setting forth in dramatic language the problems of wild birds and 
the solutions of these problems” (MacKaye  Family Papers) MacKaye saw Sanctuary: A Bird 
Masque as an opportunity to further his ideas about civic theatre and community drama. The 
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masque was written, rehearsed and staged in just about a month. The cover of MacKaye’s 
manuscript for the masque shows the handwritten note confirming the short writing time. 
“Written at my studio, Hilltop, Cornish. Between August 5th and August 17th 1913 with the 
interruptions of a trip to Boston and house building at home.” (MacKaye  Family Papers) A 
private reading was held for President Woodrow Wilson, who was spending the first of three 
summers in Cornish that year. Baynes noted that the President was “enthusiastic over its 
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Fig. 24 Entrance to the Bird Sanctuary. The sign was painted by Maxfield Parrish.
Courtesy of the Meriden Bird Club
possibilities as a factor in bird 
conservations” (Ibid)  
 MacKaye enlisted the help 
of his Colony friends, many of whom had 
also worked on the Saint-Gaudens pageant 
in 1905. The committee, having three 
short weeks to produce the masque, 
included Baynes and MacKaye along with 
Maxfield Parrish, Charles A. Platt, Louis Evan Shipman, Kenyon Cox, and the wives of Herbert 
Adams, George Rublee, C. C. Beaman and the late Saint-Gaudens. Joseph Lindon Smith, of the 
Dublin Colony was also asked to sit on the committee.  
 Smith was well-known in Cornish and was influential in the theatre nearby in 
Dublin New Hampshire. Affectionately known as “Uncle Joe,” Smith built “Teatre Bambino” 
behind his home where he became known for performances that ranged from children’s plays to 
adult productions, even attracting Ethel Barrymore, who took a role in one of his dramas. Smith 
was asked to stage Sanctuary, as well as play the principal role of Quercus, a faun. Many of 
Smith’s friends from Dublin made the seventy-mile journey to see the masque. “The Dublin 
contingent was an added mark of devotion to Uncle Joe, partly because at the time motor cars 
were primitive, but especially because New Hampshire dirt roads were even more 
so.” (Henderson 105)  
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Fig. 25 Joseph Lindon Smith, as Quercus the 
faun. (The Guide to Nature, Vol. 6 1913)
 Music in the Masque 
MacKaye used his daughter Arvia’s poem “The Hermit Thrush” as a prelude to the 
masque. Written two years earlier, the poem tells the story of hearing the bird’s call on a summer 
day. It had been published in “Scribner’s Magazine” and was “considered by many critics as one 
of the best pieces of verse of the entire season” (“Masque of Bird Life”) The poem had been set 
to music by Frederick S. Converse previously for Arvia. Converse had a summer home in nearby 
Sunapee, New Hampshire and had met MacKaye at Harvard. A periodic visitor to Cornish, like 
Smith, Converse was well-known in the community. MacKaye and Converse were frequent 
collaborators, having 
written the music for 
MacKaye’s Jeanne d’Arc, 
The two, with Smith 
would also collaborate on 
The Pageant and Masque 
of St. Louis the following 
year, in which 7,500 
people would take part.  
 Along with the 
“Hermit Thrush Song” Converse composed three original pieces of music for Sanctuary; “Veery 
Vero Song,” “Oero, When Shawes Ben Sheen” and “Come Here, Come Here.” Sheet music for 
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Fig. 26 A rehearsal for the Masque photographed by Arnold 
Genthe. Courtesy of the Library of Congress
these songs still exists; however, there is little known about other music used in the piece. Two 
dances “The Ornis Dip” and “Queer Cuss Glide” were written about in an unspecified newspaper 
clipping from Percy MacKaye’s scrapbook on the masque. It seems they were danced a few days 
after the masque on September twentieth in Windsor where locals had to spend the day 
“recovering from the shock of two new dances ‘city folks’ sprung on the Windsor Social 
Club.” (MacKaye Family Papers) “The Ornis Dip” consisted of two forward steps, a sudden stop 
and a quick bend of both knees and was danced by the character of Ornis played by Eleanor 
Wilson. The “Queer Cuss Glide,” danced by Joseph Lindon Smith as Quercus was “a kind of toe 
dance to one step time. The dancers keep well on their toes and take many side steps in a 
hopping manner.” (Ibid) Blocking notes from the production do not mention any type of dance 
done by either of these characters. In regard to the shocking dances, Eleanor Wilson recalled in 
her column for The Saturday Evening Post, "The Wilsons" that the cast had some fun with the 
locals after the production.   
After the performance, the cast, feeling very gay, drove home together. Passing 
through a tiny New England village, we saw that there was a country dance in 
progress in the small town hall. We had the same idea simultaneously. Stopping 
the car a little way off, we approached stealthily and, without warning appeared 
on the floors among the started natives. Percy MacKaye, in his long blue hooded 
gown, leaned with folded arms against the wall, gazing at the scene like a 
necromancer who had himself created it. Witter Bynner, in his leopard-skin 
mantle and tall feather headdress; I, in my white robe, Ruth Hall and three others 
dressed as birds, in brief, bright costumes, we glided and swooped three times 
around the hall the village people stood against the wall in a daze. Then we 
disappeared as silently as we had come. I have never known whether they thought 
us a dream, or a visitation from an insane asylum. (Colby, Atkinson 143)  
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Juliet Barrett Rublee, who played Tacita, 
also served as the choreographer for the 
production. Her dancing was called “graceful 
and lovely and beautifully interpreted the spirit 
of the silent goddess” (Meriden) Blocking notes 
from the production and stage directions from 
the text confirms that she performed two solo 
dance numbers. “To mysterious music, Tacita 
treads a dance of invocation, appealing in 
pantomime to the unseen spirit of wings… 
suddenly a sharp gun-shot sounds, shivering the 
music which ceases.” (MacKaye 30) The end of the masque also included a full company dance 
led by Tacita and Quercus that resulted in the cast exiting the stage.   
It is assumed that there was incidental music, possibly composed by Converse or 
interpolated from other Cornish Colony composers like Arthur Farwell, who in early publicity 
was to conduct the masque. Farwell, who had written music for the Pageant of Meridan, a few 
months earlier composed a song called “the Bird” and it is possible it was used in Sanctuary. 
Many newspaper accounts for the Masque give credit to both composers; this could be a result of 
the early publicity about Farwell’s conducting. The New York Tribune gives hints of a possible 
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Fig. 27 Juliet Barrett Rublee as Tacita, 
photographed by Arnold Genthe. Courtesy 
of Saint- Gaudens National Historical Site
overture, “The delicate strains of music, prepared for the occasion by Frederick S. Converse, … 
and by Arthur Farwell, were blended for a time with the roar of the cylinders of belated 
automobiles” (“Masque of Bird”) There is also an indication in the music that bird calls were 
integrated into the score. In the September 21st New York Tribune review, it was reported that     
A notable feature of the performance was the mimicry of the voices of different 
birds, which was furnished mysteriously from behind the scenes by Miss 
Catherine Minahan of Orange, NJ, who remained concealed thought the 
performance and whose name was not on the programme, but whose whistles, 
chirrups and chuckling caused much comment (Ibid) 
  
Minahan was a friend of the Wilson’s and was visiting for the summer. Minahan had 
become known on a few months earlier as the “Bird Girl” in David Belasco’s production of The 
Good Little Devil, where she was the cooing voice for Mary Pickford. All accounts agree the 
music was beautifully scored, and the woodwinds, violin and piano could be heard hidden among 
the trees, similar to the masque at Saint-Gaudens in 1905.  
There is some discrepancy between the published script and blocking notes for the 
original production in regards what character sings. Blocking notes indicate that Margret Wilson 
sang both the prelude and the “Veery Vireo” song, “in a high key.” (MacKaye  Family Papers) 
Later, she was to have also sung “When Shawes Ben Sheen.” MacKaye’s script indicates that 
Quercus, the faun was to sing both “Veery Vireo” and ”When Shawes Ben Sheen.”  
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The First Family 
There was great interest in the masque not only 
because of its subject and but because President 
Woodrow Wilson and his family were summering 
in Cornish, staying in Winston Churchill’s 
“Harlakenden House.” Eleanor and Margaret, 
their two daughters, would be participating in the 
pageant. Eleanor later remarked, “Father came up 
from Washington the night before the 
performance, and people drove in from all over 
the state - more, I think, to see him than the Bird 
Masque.” (Colby 142) Mrs. Wilson was 
impressed with the idea of the masque and when 
it was requested “Nell” play the role of Ornis, 
had no objections, writing her husband that the 
production was to be “very idyllic and classic” and commenting that “this Colony is rather 
famous for its “high class” pageants and such things. But this is quite a simple affair— not like 
it’s elaborate pageants” (Ibid 432) Mrs. Wilson, who was extremely active in the community and 
a trained artist herself, was asked to be the chef patroness of the masque and headed the 
committee. The pageant was by innovation only and the guest list included the English 
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Fig. 28 Eleanor Wilson as Ornis. The 
photo was taken and colorized by Arnold 
Genthe for the publication of the masque. 
(MacKaye)
ambassador, Sir Cecil Spring-Rice and Lady Spring-Rice and others from Washington, New 
York, Boston and the elsewhere in the state. The invitation stated that if accepted all guests 
would be presented a member card for the bird club upon the receipt of two dollars for a two-
year membership. In the third report of the Club, it was noted that “For obvious reasons an 
exception was made in the case of President Wilson”  
Costumes and Set Design  
The costumes of the production were made by 
Ellen Shipman, Adeline Pond Adams and 
Joseph Lindon Smith. Shipman, wife of Louis 
Evan Shipman, was a landscape architect who 
designed many of the flower beds for Colony 
members’ gardens. It is not surprising that the 
costumes of the production were “of great 
artistic beauty” (“Masque of Bird Life”) no 
doubt because of Shipman’s keen eyes for 
details and colors. Much like A Masque of 
“Ours,” the account details the vibrant colors 
of the wardrobe. Witter Bynner’s wardrobe 
for Stark the hunter consisted of a primitive 
leopard skin tunic with an elaborate headdress made of feathers. George Rublee dressed as a 
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Fig. 29 George Rublee dressed in costume, 
photographed by Arnold Genthe. Courtesy of 
the Library of Congress
bird, wearing a large headdress with a long beak for the end pantomime can be seen in rehearsals 
photographed by Arnold Genthe. Rublee wears a sort of cage to give the illusion of a birds 
puffed up chest. Genthe also produced color prints of his photographs for the published copy of 
the masque.  
Eleanor Wilson, was dressed in a white gossamer gown and a headdress of white wings 
that she was fond of.    
 Twenty minutes before the play was to begin, [I] found that I had left it behind at 
Herlakenden. I was in despair, for I thought the winds very becoming and was 
certain that I couldn’t possibly speak my line without them. White,  the swiftest of 
the chauffeurs, was called in, and promised that he could make the ten miles and 
back in time. He was as good as his word; complaining, however, that he had had 
a hard time getting back because he “came all the way in his own dust. (Colby, 
Atkinson 142) 
  
 Besides Wilson’s wing mishap, Adeline Adams, who had helped costume Wilson, tripped 
wearing her blue bird costume on the way to the stage and sprained her ankle just before the 
performance was to begin. She was treated by a doctor in the crowd and could enjoy the 
performance before returning to her home after the evening had ended.  
What is interesting about the set of this production is that the playing space was divided 
into two sections, natural and supernatural.  The “natural” plane was a stretch of level ground 
about ten feet in front of  the first row of seats. The audience seating was partitioned off by logs 
that masked the footlights. This playing space measured about thirty-two feet, six inches wide 
and about twelve feet deep. The “supernatural” plane was a stage constructed of a wood about 
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eighteen inches off the ground and was as wide as the dirt playing space in front and twenty-five 
feet by nine inches in the back, running twenty-two feet deep. William Howard Hart and John 
Farnum Cann constructed the stage and the seating area. The idea was to disguise the man-made 
platform so that it appeared part of the natural landscape of maple trees in the Grove. The raised 
platform was covered with a canvas and then painted a “woodsy brown” (MacKaye Family 
Papers) with leaves scattered around it. “So painted as to suggest a weathered outcropping of 
rock, overgrown in places by moss and greensward” (MacKaye 65) A maple log was used to hide 
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Fig. 30 The stage, it can be imagined that what is referred to as “8” is the path directly 
behind the feeder at center stage.  (Meriden Bird Club Report)
the front edge and smaller pine trees were places around the other eyes to make it look like they 
were growing in the clearing. 
The fact that several of the old maple trunks came up through the stage, which has 
been built around them, added to the natural appearance of this artificial glade. A 
narrow extension of the stage at the back, flanked on either side by pine trees, 
formed a path supposed to lead to the trees guarded shrine of Tacita. (MacKaye 
Family Papers) 
Performance 
The New York Tribune wrote of MacKaye’s 
story “The little drama which Percy MacKaye 
had produced in the effort to widen the 
influence of bird conservation deals 
convincingly with many phases of the bird 
movement and blends the traditions of 
mythology with the requirements of modern 
science in an unusual and whimsical manner.” 
(“Masque of Bird Life”) The story revolves 
around a poet, Alwyn (MacKaye) and a 
naturalist, Shy (Baynes.) who are helped by 
the faun Quercus (Smith) and a dryad, Tacita. 
(Juliet Barrett Rublee) The two seek a closer 
fellowship with the birds. When a hunter, 
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Fig. 31 Percy MacKaye as Alwyn the poet. 
The photo was taken and colorized by Arnold 
Genthe for the publication of the masque. 
(MacKaye)
Stark (Witter Bynner) fires his gun in their peaceful sanctuary, Ornis the bird spirit recalls the 
torture of the many birds who have been hunted. Stark is moved by Ornis’s plea and vows never 
to hunt again.   
 The MacKaye 
family papers hold a 
document entitled 
“Some data concerning 
the first production of 
Percy MacKaye’s Bird 
Masque 'Sanctuary' at 
Meriden NH.” It 
contains a detailed 
account of blocking for 
the masque, referring to a diagram, not included that gives exit and entrance numbers and letters 
to items of the set, such as the fallen maple tree at the front edge of the raised platform. The path 
formed between the two pine trees at the back of the platform that Tacita makes her entrances 
from is mentioned to be number 8.  
 The masque began with Margaret Wilson singing the prelude as Arvia MacKaye entered 
carrying a sun hat and strolled along the front of the stage and sat, listening to the bird song. As 
the song finished she crossed right and paused for a moment to look at the tree tops and exited 
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Fig. 32 Witter Bynner as Stark the Hunter.  Courtesy of Saint- 
Gaudens National Historical Site
through an opening in the pines. Quercus then appeared from behind a tree at a birth bath, in his 
hands, he held a large water pitcher. He skipped around the stage, pulling seeds out of a pouch 
and placing them in the birdhouse of the Weathercock while Wilson sang, hidden in the woods.  
Alwyn entered, and the two character held their positions until Shy entered. It is noted 
that Shy and Alwyn smiled but “Quercus changed positions frequently, often grimacing 
meanwhile, but kept near to Alwyn to permit the latter to touch him at the line beginning “good 
shy.” (MacKaye Family Papers) As the scene progressed, Smith’s Quercus continued to be 
extremely animated, changing his facial expression from a scowl to a smile over the course of 
the scene. At a command from Shy to catch a squirrel who is trying to make a home in a bird 
house, Quercus darted behind a tree and delivered his lines: “Right, master! - Heigh, Sir Alwyn - 
ho!/Just see now what a jock-o’-trades your Quercus is!/When Master Shy discharges me, I’ll go/
And rent nine fairy-rings, and start three Circuses!” (MacKaye 21) As he climbed up the tree that 
had pegs driven into the trunk on the side away from the audience. During the next scene Shy 
and Alwyn have a pleasant conversation about the dryad, Tacita, the “sylvan priestess of this 
sanctuary” (Ibid 24) Alwyn “at times threw his arms affectionately about the shoulder of Shy and 
the pair strolled slowly back and forth, pausing sometimes to the right, sometimes to the 
left.” (MacKaye  Family Papers) Finally sitting to discuss the hunter Stark and how he 
“slaughters birds for stocks and bonds,/ And when we challenge, smiling he responds:/“Mine is a 
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lawful market, where fine ladies pay/For plumes, to wear on Sabbath and Christ’s Easter 
day.” (MacKaye 26) As the scene comes to a close 
the two men wait to see if Tacita will appear to 
them.   
 It should be noted that Shy and Alwyn 
appeared only on the front “natural” plane, while 
Tacita danced her “dance of invocation” on the 
“supernatural” playing area. As the dance ended a 
gunshot was heard off stage, and a bird fell to the 
stage. Ornis, played by Eleanor Wilson appeared 
with Tacita on the platform, where she staggered 
and fell with her arms on the tree at the edge of the 
platform. It is here that scenes between the natural 
world and supernatural were played. Only Quercus 
could pass through both playing spaces seamlessly, when he is called upon to collect water from 
the bird bath to heal Ornis. As the water was sprinkled on Ornis, Margaret Wilson sang. Revived, 
Ornis tells of how she was hurt.  
The earth screamed thunder, and a singeing fire 
shattered my wing. I fell.- 
Groping in flight, my feet stuck fast 
In smear of lime; swift from below 
A tangling net was cast 
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Fig. 33 Ernest Harold Baynes as Shy, 
the naturalist. Courtesy of Saint- 
Gaudens National Historical Site
Where, panting upward, a black hell 
Of bloody mouths barked under me; 
And there beside them-oh, 
There watch, with eyes or wanton 
cruelty, 
A man-bright clothed in many-
colored plumes 
Of my dead sisters. “save me from 
their dooms,” 
I cried, “O Sanctuary!” (Ibid 35) 
She begs to be protected, as Stark, the 
hunter entered to pick up the dead bird.  Shy 
approaches him and tells him that this land is a 
sanctuary and there is no hunting allowed and asks 
refers to beautiful wounded Ornis. Stark, who 
cannot see Ornis is not amused and Alwyn calls 
upon Tacit to show him his wrongs. 
Now, Tacita, shy pagan nymph, 
appear! 
Spirit, unblind this man! … 
He is a murderer, 
Yet knows not he is such. Unseal 
The fountains of his vision, and reveal 
Yonder the sister spirit, whom so long 
His blind heart strove to wrong - (Ibid 49) 
Tacita appeared and begins luring Strak across the fallen tree into the supernatural so 
Ornis is visible to him. Stark atttepted to capture the goddess and was restrained by Alwyn. As 
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Fig. 34 Ornis appears, frightened. 
Courtesy of Saint- Gaudens National 
Historical Site
Ornis tells him “of your greed, your heart forgot to cherish me… Yet, master, as you will;/Lo, I 
am Ornis, and I love you still!” (Ibid 53) Stark responded by throwing his gun into the pine trees 
asked if Ornis can ever forgive him. All is forgiven and Stark, Alwyn and Shy clasp hands and 
raise them high in a compact of “Freedom and sanctuary for the birds!” (Ibid 58) Quercus then 
summons the many 
Colony members who 
sat on the outskirts of 
the audience to ascend 
the stage. “Little birds 
in yellow, green and 
orange plumage, 
played by the children; 
gold-finches, 
bluebirds, scarlet 
tanagers, laws, owls 
— all sorts of bird 
creatures, played by the older people, filled the circle of the stage,” (Meriden) all joined in a final 
dance led by Tacita and Quercus.  
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Fig. 35 The cast dances in the final moment of the masque. 
Courtesy of Rauner Special Collections Library, Dartmouth College
At the end of the performance, the Cardinal Bird, dressed in crimson robes, played by 
Herbert Adams entered the stage with a cushion and holding a scroll. Adams delivered the 
epilogue, addressing it to Mrs. Woodrow Wilson.   
Lady, whereas your 
gentle patronage 
And presence have to-
night so favored us 
In this our ritual, that you 
have thus 
Lent to our earnest cause 
a double gage; 
One gracious daughter to 
make glad our stage 
And one to make its 
theme harmonious 
With song- whose sire 
now makes illustrious 
The larger theatre of our 
living age; 
Therefor, ere yet the 
privilege be spent 
Which grants our 
thoughts the spell of 
human words, 
We vow by you, here in 
this tranquil wood, 
Our loyal love to him - 
the President, 
Whose heart has heard 
the call of the wild birds, 
And sign ourselves 




Fig. 36 Herbert Adams as the Cardinal Bird. 
Photographed by Arnold Genthe. Courtesy of the 
Library of Congress
When finished he presented her with the scroll signed by all the participants in the 
masque. This epilogue gave thanks to the Wilsons for their support to both the production and the 
cause. This presentation was significant because only a few weeks earlier, President Wilson had 
signed the “Feather Proviso” in the Tariff Act, making it illegal to import the plumage of non-
game birds for the use in hats. It also influenced Wilson to sign the bill that stopped the 
commercial hunting migratory birds.  
Reaction to Production 
The production cost a thousand dollars and made roughly twelve hundred dollars for the 
Bird Club. Not only was the production covered in local newspapers but Baynes claimed that 
“practically every newspaper in the country printed a long account … and the cause of bird 
conservation got a wonderful boom in consequence.” (MacKaye Family Papers) Invitations to 
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Fig. 37 The cast of Sanctuary: A Bird Masque. Photographed by Paul Thompson. (The Guide 
to Nature, Vol. 6 1913)
reproduce the masque came in from all over. A second production was to be put together in 
Milton, Massachusetts a few weeks later; however, it was unable to happen. Joseph Lindon 
Smith wrote to MacKaye the following week on September 25th regarding the production;    
Dear Percy,  
I feel much as you did about doing the beautiful masque over again, but when I 
found a wonderful setting for it in Milton — with splendid old pines trees, really a 
wonderful place, I became keen and mad to do it once more.  And it was with real 
regret that I learned from Mrs. MacKaye that Miss Wilson couldn’t be our Ornis 
and of course in the short time we had there was no chance of getting another to 
take her part.  (Ibid)  
Eleanor Wilson received raved reviews for her performance as Ornis the Bird Spirit, one 
reportor noted that an ornithologist in the audience had said of her performance “If the birds 
could have known, they would have been well satisfied with their representative.” (Ibid) Mrs. 
Wilson remarked of her daughter’s performance “Everyone is wild over Nell’s performance— 
her grace, her beauty and her real gift as an actress” (Colby, Atkinson 436) Hazel MacKaye, 
sister to Percy, who directed multiple productions of Sanctuary and later became a prominent 
director of pageants for the suffrage movement was incredibly impressed with Wilson’s 
portrayal. “The part of “Ornis,” the bird spirit, was one which the slightest false note would mar, 
and it is a real tribute to Miss Wilson’s acting to say that her unaffected ardor brought out all the 
essential guileless beauty of the part. …her appeal was stamped with charm, simplicity and 
truth.” (Meriden)  
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Astor Hotel Performance 
Despite the cancellation of the Milton performance, invitations came from around the 
country calling for the performance to be replicated. Only one was accepted, from the Civic 
Forum in New York. The second production was scheduled for the Hotel Astor in February of 
1914. Both the Wilson daughters reprised their roles as well as the other Colony cast members 
except for Witter Bynner. He was replaced by Broadway and later film actor Charles Coburn. 
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Fig. 38 MacKaye, Smith, Wilson and Baynes reprise their roles in the Hotel 
Astor Performance of Sanctuary. Courtesy of Rauner Special Collections 
Library, Dartmouth College
Katherine Minahan also reprised her role, this time listed in the program as “Bird Notes and 
Warbling.”  
The masque was held in conjunction with two conferences. A morning session entitled 
“Conservation of Bird and Animal Life” at which Baynes spoke about attracting the birds to a 
wild life sanctuary, in which he used film clips to illustrate his talk. In the afternoon, MacKaye 
presents a lecture entitled “The Relation of the art of theatre to Wild Nature Conservations.” A 
discussion followed the lecture and was made up of “notable workers in the fields of natural 
science, nature conservation and the art of theatre.” This included Baynes, composer Reginald 
deKoven and Colony members Norman Hapgood and Witter Bynner.  During the afternoon 
session a rehearsal was held for the masque in the ballroom. Many of the actors had little or no 
time to change from their costumes for their presentations. MacKaye and Baynes both appeared 
in costume at the afternoon lecture.  
While much of the original cast performed, there were many changes to the production. 
The largest, Florence Fleming Noyes, a rhythmic dancer known to teach dance as an expression 
of bodily freedom, was brought in to choreograph the pantomime at the end of the masque. The 
dance ensemble was made up of around twenty-five adult dancers, including; Noyes, Fola La 
Follette and the Wilson daughters cousin, Marjorie Brown. Noyes also added a dance titled “The 
Dance of the Humming Birds” which was performed by a group of ten girls ranging in age from 
five to eight and led by a bumble bee. The New York Tribune commented of the dance “humming 
birds so tiny that the faun carries them in his arms, and even an adorable bumble bee, a wee mite, 
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aged three, who trotted about in orange striped tights and waved his arms just the way Tacita 
did.” (“The Misses Wilson”) Juliet Barret Rublee, who received rave reviews for her 
choreography in Meriden, seemed be apprehensive about the choice to add Noye’s choreography 
and felt extremely protective of her own dancing in the Astor performance. She expressed her 
concern in a letter to MacKaye dated February 12, 1914:    
Dear Percy, 
I have just received a package of announcements of the Bird Masque and they 
seem complete and excellent.  
There is just one thing I must ask you to have changed on the program.  
The announcement says “performance and production under the direction of etc.”  
Staring - Florence Fleming Noyes. As dancing is the only thing I do in the 
performance I do not want it supposed  that my dances were composed and 
directed by Mrs. Noyes — confidently —  there is a good deal of  her [illegible] 
that I do not like at all and would not think of using.  
So will you not please write a line to whomever has the matter in charge, and ask 
that it be printed on the program -  
Solo dancing - Juliet Barret Rublee 
Chorus dancing - devised by Florence Fleming Noyes.  
As dancing is my only contribution it rather takes the interest and heart out of one 
to have it announced as the work of someone else.  
Of course what I have said about Mrs. Noyes is Strictly Confidential - so do not  
forward this letter to anyone. 
(MacKaye Family Papers) 
The dance numbers in the production had to adapt to a smaller performance space than 
the one they had used in Meriden. One review discussed that the dancing was “most effective 
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although the dancers…were somewhat hampered by the smallness of the stage” ("The Misses 
Wilson in”) The stage was constructed 
at one end of the Astor ballroom and 
framed by two spruce trees with bird 
houses and suet bags hanging from 
them. A stone water trough was placed 
on the stage. The pine trees proved to be 
somewhat of an issue when during the 
ensemble dance at the end, one of them 
fell over, almost hitting some of the 
dancers. It was caught, and the dancers 
continued unharmed. Margaret Wilson, 
was hidden from the audience in an 
upper box, along with Katherine 
Minahan, but there is no evidence to 
show where the orchestra was seated in 
relation to the stage. Costumes for the production were designed by Ruth Tate and were just as 
colorful as the original production. A diagram of the Tate’s Baltimore Oriole costume was 
published in the Third annual report of the Meriden Bird Club, along with instructions on how to 
make the costume. From photos, it looks as if the costumes for the leading players were 
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Fig. 39 Wilson, MacKaye and Rublee at the Hotel 
Astor. Courtesy of Rauner Special Collections 
Library, Dartmouth College
replicated from their original costumes, the actors participating in the closing pantomime were 
not photographed, so there is little evidence to determine if their costume were replications.  
Birds on Tour 
The performance drew a 
respectable audience, one review claims 
that a thousand patrons attended that 
evening. Regardless, the number in 
attendance  that evening the 
performance was a huge success, 
prompting a member of the audience to 
organize a bird refuge in their home 
town, as well as prompting the National Association of Audubon Society to distribute a pamphlet 
suggesting that cemeteries be used as bird sanctuaries. The biggest success of the show came 
when MacKaye licensed the show to the Chautugua Players in 1916. Baynes agreed to reprise his 
role as Shy. The first performance was in Jacksonville, Florida in April of that year. The 
production toured through the country for six months ultimately giving one hundred and twenty 
performances. When the production closed in Chicago on September 11, 1916 Baynes wrote the 
following letter to MacKaye;    
Night Letter.  
September 12, 1916.  
Chicago, Il.  
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Fig. 40 A scene from the Masque. (MacKaye)
Mr. Percy MacKaye. 
May Ornis bring her joy to you each one, and Tacita her dreams. Our Masque is 
done. 120 performances, 120 lectures, 120 bird clubs. Number of people in all 
audiences, over 200,000. Number of children participants, 4300.  
I leave Chicago in 10 minutes.  
Love.  
Harold 
(MacKaye Family Papers) 
MacKaye had begun licensing the Masque after the Cornish production in 1913, it was 
performed by schools, churches, bird clubs and communities around the country and eventually 
the globe as productions were done in Germany, Japan, England and Hungary. In an 
undated document titled “Information In Regard to Performance of the Bird Masque ‘Sanctuary,' 
it was suggested that any group wishing to perform the Masque should employ the Howard Kyle 
Players as the leading players and “cooperating with them in the non-speaking parts as amateurs 
in whatever numbers and to whatever degree the particular circumstances may make appropriate 
for the occasion.” (Ibid) It can be assumed that this same arrangement was made for the 
Chautaugua players' tour and what Baynes is referring to in his letter with the number of children 
participants.  Margaret Drye, current president of the Meriden Bird Club writes:   
Sanctuary was quiet possibly the first piece of socially conscious performance art 
ever performed in this country. Percy MacKaye had a theory that the stage could 
be made to perform valuable service to the cause of wildlife preservation. His 
dramatic work popularized bird protection probably beyond his wildest 
expectations. What started as “The Meriden Idea” of protection and preservation, 
celebrated by poetic drama, still has a message today. It demonstrates the power 
of art and drama to influence and change society and the effect one determined 
person can have on a nation.  (Drye)  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CHAPTER FIVE:  THEATRE IN CORNISH AND PLAINFIELD TODAY 
The longstanding artistic history of Cornish and Plainfield continues to evolve from the 
Cornish Colony’s influence. Though most of their dramatic endeavors were conducted mostly 
within the circle, participation spilled over into community-sponsored performance events. 
Colony members regularly attended community events such as Old Home Day. 
Originally a gathering of elderly residents to renew old friendships, the event is a traditional New 
England annual social event. In the Cornish Colony’s heyday the day included visiting, picnics, 
or pot-lucks with a program that included speakers, music, and theatrical performances, such as 
the one given in Plainfield in 1916 featuring The Woodland Princess. The Colony was active in 
participating, giving lectures and performances. Winston Churchill, Norman Hapgood, Maxfield 
Parrish, and William Howard Hart were among the regular participants. Old Home Day 
continues to this day, albeit on a much smaller scale; a meal is served and a report is given to the 
attendees informing on deaths, births, and achievements of town residents. I am often asked to 
sing at these events, continuing the tradition of the Colony.  
Galas were also a large part of the artists’ interaction with the community. Stephen 
Parrish’s journal is filled with evenings spent at the Plainfield grange attending a benefit concert 
or play for various charities. In August of 1907 Parrish recorded, “evening. A big entertainment 
at the town hall, Plainfield. A Café Chantant (proceeds for the payment of a nurse for needy 
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families in Cornish and Plainfield.) The hall crowed with summer Colony members and their 
guests.” (S.Parrish Papers) 
There is mention of a production of Percy MacKaye’s Canterbury Pilgrims in the local 
newspaper in 1909. Stephen Parrish attended the performance in Saint-Gaudens’ grove on the 
evening of the August 10, 1909. He mentions in his journal that Juliet Barrett Rublee acted as the 
choreographer. This production was by The Coburn Players, led by Charles Coburn, who was 
familiar to MacKaye and the Colony after replacing Witter Bynner in the Astor Hotel production 
of Sanctuary. MacKaye mentions the company and their production in his essay for Scribner’s 
Magazine in July 1909; he explains it was performed in conjunction with the city of 
Gloucester ,Massachusetts. It is probable that this performance in Cornish was one of many on a 
tour the company gave that season; the company’s June performance is mentioned in the Lake 
Erie College Jubilee Commencement program. Parrish writes that MacKaye called on him that 
day with the group’s leading players and that the production drew a large crowd. One can assume 
from MacKaye’s ideas on civic drama and pageantry that this production employed the Coburn 
Players for the speaking roles and local children and adults were used for pantomime or non-
speaking roles. This may explain Rublee’s role in staging the dances for only this production.  
The Mothers and Daughters Club was also involved in producing plays and other 
performances. Founded in 1897 by Laura Walker, a Colony member and star charade player, the 
Club aimed to bridge the social gap between colonist and locals. While the main focus of the 
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group was education and helping the community, theatrical productions began in later years. A 
few of these productions entered into local or state competitions and won many prizes.  
  The Howard Hart Players was founded by Margaret Littell Platt, a second-generation 
Colony member, and locals Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Quimby. The group officially formed in the 
1930s and performed many productions in the Herbert Adams outdoor theatre.  It was during the 
third generation of the Colony that integration between the Colony and the community began 
among the children. The group’s records from 1938 show many committees that include music, 
drama, publicity, and membership. They also had art advisors and a librarian. Maxfield Parrish 
and Herbert Adams were honorary President and Vice President and served on the art advisory 
committee. The records show a mix of both Colony members and townsfolk served on these 
committees, and the profits from the productions were divided between the two local schools for 
musical instruction.  
In 1916, when Hart donated money to the town for the town hall stage, his outdoor 
theatre was already up and running. There is evidence to suggest that this group of actors was 
called the Plainfield Dramatic Club, which later transitioned into the Howard Hart Players after 
his death. The group still had money in their account in 1986, when they decided that the funds 
would be transferred to the Plainfield Historical Society to help restore the Parrish set.  
Both the Mothers and Daughters Club and the Howard Hart Players used the town hall 
for productions, integrating the Parrish set into each production. The Howard Hart Players 
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presented The Late Christopher Bean and a Folk Dance Festival in 1938.  The Mothers and 
Daughters Club also used the town hall for their performances, including The Saturday Evening 
Ghost in 1949. 
Meriden formed a community theatre group called the Meriden Players in 1981, which 
presented a musical each December. The plays were open to Plainfield and Cornish community 
members, and for a number of years they used the Meriden Congregational Church for 
performances. In 1990 they began to use Kimball Union Academy’s performance space, the 
Flicking Arts Center.   
Windsor, Vermont also boasted a community theatre company in the late 1990s called the 
Covered Bridge Players. They produced a spring musical, which involved community members 
from all over the region, including Lebanon, Hanover, and Enfield, New Hampshire. Productions 
were held in the Windsor High School’s Lois F. White Theatre. Neither of these groups are active 
today.  
In the early 1990s summer productions involving the community children sprang up. The 
first was a production was in 1991 of Louise Saunders’ The Knave of Hearts, performed in 
Paradise Park in Windsor, Vermont. The production starred thirty children from Cornish, 
Windsor, and Plainfield. Local musician Ellen Wilber wrote four original songs; local theatre 
artist Beth Phinny directed; and Windsor dance teacher Marie Loeffler choreographed an original 
dance for the play. The cast members’ parents helped with sets, costumes, and props. Saunders’ 
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daughter, Bertha P. Frothingham acted as a consultant to the production. All costumes and sets 
were based on the illustrations Parrish had done for the coffee table book published in 1925. It is 
this production that set me on my path of being a theatre artist. Along with a friend from 
Windsor, I was cast as one of the royal heralds.  
In 1992 the Plainfield Historical Society produced The Woodland Princess as part of the 
fundraising efforts for the preservation of the Maxfield Parrish set. The production, was directed 
by Marie Loeffler and starring a cast of local children, included speeches given by actors playing 
Hart and Parrish who told the audience of the history of the building and set. Members of the 
original production were invited to attend, and a picnic lunch was held on the lawn outside after 
the performance, much like at the play’s premiere in 1916. In the proposal for the production the 
historical society wrote: 
This production will also serve to reactivate the theatrical traditions of the 
community which began in the outdoor amphitheater created by William Howard 
Hart and sculptor Herbert Adams in the early 1900s, continued after the gift of the 
stage and equipment by countless local groups, though the establishment in the 
1930’s of the Howard Hart Players, and more recent productions.  It is the hope of 
the historical society that though this production there will be renewed interest in 
theatrical art which will stimulate the creativity and artistic talent for future 
generations. (The Woodland Princess file) 
The historical society’s wish was granted. Across the river in Windsor, Jo and Jerry 
Evarts, cousins of Louise Saunders and the Evarts family, began a small after-school and summer 
program that continued through the mid 2000s and eventually developed into a small private arts 
school. Their productions started off small, with scenes from Shakespeare performed in the 
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living room of their home, similar to that of the Ivanhoe production at the Houstons'.  Jerry 
Evarts, an English teacher at Kimball Union Academy, directed these productions while his wife 
Jo produced. I participated in many of these performances, both on stage and behind the scenes. 
My first major role came in a production of Midsummer Night’s Dream, performed at the 
Meriden Congregational Church. The production was, again, funded and constructed by the 
community, with a cast of over forty students ages four to eighteen. The Valley News noted of the 
play  “this column 
doesn’t usually list sub 
collegiate student 
productions but there’s 
A Midsummer Night’s 





(Untitled Article)  Under Evarts' direction the group eventually became known as the 
Runnemede players and produced Peter Pan in Kimball Union Academy’s amphitheater, as well 
as As You Like It in the Plainfield Town Hall. Performing on this set is one of my greatest 
performance memories and keeps my interest in the theatre of the Colony alive.  
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Fig. 41 Part of the cast of Midsummer Night’s Dream at the Meriden 
Congregational Church. Personal Photograph
In later years, the Evarts converted their barn, which had been used for theatrics in the 
early days of the Colony, into a theatre and continued to produce plays including Shakespearean, 
and original works with the community children.  Jo Evarts commented “There is nothing so 
joyful as seeing kids ages 5 to 25 bringing Shakespeare to life on our barn theatre in Cornish--
and all the rehearsing, playing games of Beckon-Beckon, picking the blackberries, finding the 
right costumes, and singing and dancing! We've done over 20 years of productions now, and 
never want to stop!” (Evarts) 
Jerry Evarts, who 
died in 2013, was a 
significant influence on 
myself and other  youth, 
many of whom went on to 
include theatre in their 
professional lives. Christa 
Eleftherakis, who also spent 
many of her childhood 
afternoons performing with 
the Evarts, commented about how theatre in the community influenced her: 
Growing up doing theatre is literally one of the first memories I have. I was a 
Bluebird in Hansel and Gretel--a five year old actor performing on the lawn of 
Bertha Frothingham's home in the middle of a hot, Vermont summer.  
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Fig. 42 The cast of As You Like It on the Parrish Set. Personal 
Photograph
I remember waiting in 'the wings' behind her house, and watching people walk by 
on the street, smiling and commenting on our costumes.  And I don't recall feeling 
strange or out of place in this memory, because that was what we did. My sisters, 
my mother, everyone I knew really, was always acting, or singing, or making 
costumes. There were always plays or dances or theatre to be part of--and we all 
were--what seemed like everyone in my community. It was just part of life for us. 
Which is why I think I've grown up to appreciate theatre, to study it and 
subsequently to teach it. I was raised in a place where it wasn't the abnormal, it 
was innate. For me, it's a natural progression (Eleftherakis) 
The Evarts’ son, Sean Eastman is the founder and artistic director of Momentum Theatre 
Troupe, which operates out of Cornish. The troupe brings bold, innovative, and challenging 
theatre to as diverse an audience as possible; during the past four summers they have travelled 
throughout the country with a truck that converts into a stage. Momentum Theatre Troupe’s goals 
are very similar to those of MacKaye and other Colony members who worked in the pageant 
movement. Momentum aims to “celebrate the diversity of community, create accessible art and 
to inspire others to reach yet undiscovered imaginative heights.” (Eastman) 
The Colony’s largest productions have seen recent centennial revivals. In 2005 the Saint-
Gaudens National Historic Site and Saint-Gaudens Memorial joined forces to commemorate the 
1905 pageant. Local writer Clyde Watson of Hanover was commissioned to update the masque. 
Watson extensively researched the 1905 production, searching through journals, local 
newspapers, and correspondence to create The Masque of the Golden Bowl. Watson, who did not 
obtain a copy of the original script until after her adaptation was done commented that:
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Wanting to portray the unique individuality of the colonists, I collected anecdotes 
about the more colorful personalities among them, and worked them into the 
story. Since by all accounts Louis Shipman, author of the original script, had 
made numerous allusions to current events and public figures, I did the same. 
Events such as the war in Iraq and the Indian Ocean tsunami of December 2004 
are referred to—but always in the language and context of the previous century, I 
relied on several dictionaries of slang and colloquial English to make sure that all 
speech would be true to everyday usage in 1905. (Celebrating Augustus Saint-
Gaudens) 
Staged in Saint-Gaudens’ grove, the costumes and set were styled after original photos, 
and the masque featured over seventy adults and children from the surrounding towns. The 
Fullers’ original chariot was used to escort Jim Atkinson and Gretchen Holm, who played Mr. 
and Mrs. Saint-Gaudens, at the end of the masque, and the pageant featured music from the 
original pageant along with other Colony composers’ music.  
 In August 2013 a production of Sanctuary was performed at Saint-Gaudens National 
Historical Site and at the Marsh-Billing-Rockefeller National Historical Park in Woodstock, 
Vermont. Exhibits on the Meriden Bird Club and demonstrations by the Vermont Institute of 
Natural Science and Vermont Audubon accompanied both performances. Fern Meyers, who 
organized the production, used historical recreation as the concept for the revival. Costumes were 
based off of the photos taken by Arnold Genthe, and Meyer searched the Dartmouth College 
archives for the manuscripts of the songs written by Frederic Shepherd Converse. Local resident 
Kevin Fitzpartick directed the play, which once again featured local actors.  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CONCLUSION 
The Upper Connecticut Valley, home to Cornish and Plainfield, is now a hub of the arts in 
New England, home to community theatre programs such as North Country Community Theatre, 
The Parrish Players, and the Trumbull Hall Troupe who continue the theatrical traditions set forth 
by the Cornish Colony. While theatre in the towns of Cornish and Plainfield has waned in recent 
years, the path laid by the Colony still exists, and there are exciting revivals on the horizon. The 
Plainfield Historical Society plans to produce The Woodland Princess in the summer of 2016, for 
its 100 year anniversary. A production of The Knave of Hearts will be produced in the coming 
months at Saint-Gaudens National Historical Site. The Blow-Me-Down farm, the home of 
Charles Beaman who began it all, is the proposed site of the Cornish Colony History and Art 
Center. The venue would host artists in residence, studio classes, and performances, reviving the 
land into a working arts Colony while preserving the history of the artists who came before. 
In his book Pageants and Processions: Images and Idiom as Spectacle, Herman du Toit 
wrote of the masque at Saint-Gaudens, “The Masque of the Golden Bowl communicated both 
verbally and visually in a language understood most fully by Cornishites alone. This was, after 
all, a masque of Ours, a communal ritual belonging to those inside the Colony’s circle.” (du Toit 
170)  
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Though the theatre of the Cornish Colony was initially exclusive, involving only the 
members of this intimate circle, their influence on public performances spawned ideas of 
community, informed theatre and art locally and nationwide. It is my hope that this small 
contribution to the story and history of the Colony will be a call to invigorate the arts. The roots 
of community collaboration run deep, and we have seen what can be accomplished by like-
minded individuals who choose to pool their talents.  
In an increasingly digital world, perhaps the back-to-nature ideals of an artists’ Colony 
would suit the arts world of today, allowing for new and innovative change in theatrical 
endeavors. Collaboration is the core of the work we do as artists, and I believe it is essential that 
artists are encouraged to step outside their specialties and explore all aspects of the arts. This 
requires a great deal of listening, generosity, and discipline. Learning to listen and pay tribute to 
the peers of the larger artistic community can open other creative realms and push beyond 
bounds to unlock new potential.    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